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Abstract

Musculoskeletal disorders and related bone diseases are one of the major causes
of pain and disability, resulting in a social and economical burden for our society.
When the joint function is impaired or bone defects are too large for bone grafts,
prosthetic implants are the gold standard to replace the defective tissues or fill
the gap, however there is the clinical need of implants remaining active for longer
period of time and reducing revision rates. To address the higher durability of
orthopedic implants, three-dimensional (3D) printed implants have recently emerged
to fabricate patient-specific porous surfaces at the bone-implant surface, thus
enhancing the implant biological integration and fixation. The translation of
regenerative medicine principles to orthopedic solutions can define a new generation
of implants completing the transition from inert materials to bioactive scaffolds
guiding the bone regeneration process. In the short-term, regenerative 3D printed
orthopedic scaffolds are likely to increase osteointegration, while in the long-term
they aim to degrade once the host tissue is fully repaired. The global objective of
this thesis was to evaluate the regenerative potential associated to 3D printed bone
scaffolds for patient-specific orthopedic applications.

The first study aimed at determining the role of the host mechanical environment on
the bone regeneration process guided by 3D printed bone scaffolds in load-bearing
applications. A computational model of mechano-driven bone regeneration in porous
scaffolds was developed and based on the subject specificity, implantation site and
sensitivity to the mechanical environment. Bone ingrowth in porous titanium
scaffolds was then simulated in the distal femur and proximal tibia of three goats
and compared to experimental results. The results showed that bone ingrowth
shifted from a homogeneous distribution pattern, when scaffolds were in contact
with trabecular bone, to a localized bone ingrowth when scaffolds were implanted
in a diaphyseal location. Overall, the dependence of the osteogenic response on the
host biomechanics suggested that, from a mechanical perspective, the regenerative
potential depended on both the scaffold and the host environment.
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ii ABSTRACT

The second study of this thesis aimed at evaluating the patient-specific osteogenic
activity in a controlled in vitro environment where human bone cells, isolated
from individual subjects, mimic the essential traits of the bone formation process.
Traditional in vitro systems already showed that primary human osteoblasts
embedded in a 3D fibrous collagen matrix differentiate into osteocytes under
specific conditions. Therefore, it was hypothesized that translating this environment
to the organ-on-a-chip scale creates a minimal functional unit to recapitulate
osteoblast maturation towards osteocytes and matrix mineralization. Primary
human osteoblasts were seeded in a type I collagen hydrogel, to establish the role
of cell seeding density on their differentiation into osteocytes. Results showed
that cells cultured at higher density exhibit dendritic morphology, increase dendrite
length over time, stop proliferating, upregulate alkaline phosphatase activity and
express osteocyte markers. This study revealed that microengineered systems are a
functional strategy to create a patient-specific bone tissue model and investigate
the individual osteogenic potential of the patient bone cells.

Taken together, the results of this thesis emphasize the importance of using multiple
modeling systems when investigating the in vivo regeneration process guided by
patient-specific bone scaffolds. Both actors of a cell-free in situ regenerative
strategy, namely the scaffold and the patient, have a significant effect on the final
regenerative outcome and needs to be modeled. Advanced in vitro and in silico
techniques, combined with in vivo data, evaluate distinctive aspects of the bone
regeneration process for patient-specific applications. Future personalized tissue
engineering strategies could rely on the integration of those models to ultimately
mitigate variability in the bone regeneration process guided by a patient-specific
scaffold.



Resumen
Los trastornos musculoesqueléticos y sus correspondientes enfermedades óseas son
una de las principales causas de dolor y discapacidad, así como una carga social y
económica para nuestra sociedad. Cuando la función articular se ve afectada o los
defectos óseos son demasiado grandes para los injertos óseos, los implantes protésicos
son el método estándar para tratar los trastornos musculoesqueléticos graves, aunque
existe la necesidad clínica de que los implantes permanezcan activos durante un
período de tiempo más largo y reduzcan las tasas de revisión. Para abordar la mayor
durabilidad de los implantes ortopédicos, recientemente han surgido implantes
impresos en tres dimensiones (3D) para fabricar superficies porosas específicas del
paciente en la superficie del hueso-implante, mejorando así la fijación biológica del
implante. La traslación de los principios de la medicina regenerativa a la ortopedia
permitiría definir una nueva generación de implantes que completen la transición de
materiales inertes a andamios bioactivos que guíen el proceso de regeneración ósea.
A corto plazo, es probable que los andamios ortopédicos regenerativos impresos en
3D aumenten la vida útil del implante, mientras que a largo plazo puedan degradarse
una vez que el tejido huésped esté completamente reparado. El objetivo global
de esta tesis es evaluar el potencial regenerativo asociado a los andamiajes óseos
impresos en 3D para aplicaciones ortopédicas específicas del paciente.

Para ello, el primer estudio tuvo como objetivo determinar el papel del entorno
mecánico del huésped en el proceso de regeneración ósea guiado por andamios óseos
impresos en 3D en aplicaciones de carga. Se desarrolló un modelo computacional
de regeneración ósea impulsada por un mecanismo en andamios porosos y se basó
en la especificidad del sujeto, el sitio de implantación y la sensibilidad al entorno
mecánico. A continuación, se simuló el crecimiento óseo en el interior de andamiajes
porosos de titanio implantados en el fémur distal y la tibia proximal de tres cabras
y se comparó con los resultados experimentales. Los resultados mostraron que el
crecimiento óseo en el interior cambió de un patrón de distribución homogéneo,
cuando los andamios estaban en contacto con el hueso trabecular, a un crecimiento
óseo localizado cuando los andamios se implantaron en una ubicación diafisaria. En
general, la dependencia de la respuesta osteogénica de la biomecánica del huésped
sugirió que, desde una perspectiva mecánica, el potencial regenerativo dependía
tanto del andamio como del entorno del huésped.
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iv RESUMEN

El segundo estudio de esta tesis tuvo como objetivo evaluar la actividad osteogénica
específica del paciente en un entorno controlado in vitro donde las células óseas
humanas, aisladas de sujetos individuales, imitan los rasgos esenciales del proceso
de formación ósea. Los sistemas in vitro tradicionales ya permitieron demostrar que
los osteoblastos humanos primarios embebidos en una matriz fibrada de colágeno
se diferencian en osteocitos en condiciones específicas. Por lo tanto, se planteó la
hipótesis de que la traslación de este entorno a la escala de órgano en un chip crea
una unidad funcional mínima para recapitular la maduración de los osteoblastos hacia
los osteocitos y la mineralización de la matriz. Con este propósito, se sembraron
osteoblastos humanos primarios en un hidrogel de colágeno de tipo I, para conocer
mejor el papel de la densidad de siembra de células en su diferenciación a osteocitos.
Los resultados muestran que las células cultivadas a mayor densidad aumentan
la longitud de la dendrita con el tiempo, dejan de proliferar, exhiben morfología
dendrítica, regulan positivamente la actividad de la fosfatasa alcalina y expresan
marcadores de osteocitos. Este estudio reveló que los sistemas de microfluídica
son una estrategia funcional que permite crear un modelo de tejido óseo específico
del paciente e investigar el potencial osteogénico individual de las células óseas del
paciente.

En conjunto, los resultados de esta tesis enfatizan la importancia de utilizar un
sistema de modelado múltiple al investigar el proceso de regeneración in vivo
guiado por armazones óseos específicos adecuados al paciente. Ambos actores
de una estrategia regenerativa libre de células in situ, a saber, el andamio y el
paciente, tienen un efecto significativo en el resultado regenerativo final y necesitan
ser modelados. Las técnicas avanzadas de in vitro e in silico, combinadas con
datos de in vivo, evalúan aspectos distintivos del proceso de regeneración ósea
para aplicaciones específicas del paciente. Las futuras estrategias personalizadas
de ingeniería de tejidos podrían depender de la integración de esos modelos para
mitigar en última instancia la variabilidad en el proceso de regeneración ósea guiado
por un andamio específico para el paciente.



Beknopte samenvatting
Musculoskeletale aandoeningen en aanverwante botziekten zijn één van de
belangrijkste oorzaken van pijn en handicaps, evenals een sociale en economische last
voor onze samenleving. Wanneer de gewrichtsfunctie verzwakt is of botdefecten te
groot zijn voor bottransplantaten, zijn prothetische implantaten de gouden standaard
voor de behandeling van ernstige aandoeningen van het bewegingsapparaat, hoewel
er de klinische behoefte is dat implantaten langer meegaan en revisiepercentages
verminderen. Om een hogere duurzaamheid van orthopedische implantaten te
bekomen, zijn recent driedimensionale (3D) geprinte implantaten ontwikkeld om
patiëntspecifieke poreuze oppervlakken op het bot-implantaatoppervlak te fabriceren,
waardoor de biologische fixatie van het implantaat wordt verbeterd. De vertaling
van de principes van regeneratieve geneeskunde naar orthopedie kan een nieuwe
generatie implantaten mogelijk maken die de overgang van inerte materialen naar
bioactieve scaffolds die het botregeneratieproces ondersteunen, betekenen. Op korte
termijn kunnen regeneratieve 3D-geprinte orthopedische scaffolds de levensduur
van het implantaat waarschijnlijk verlengen, terwijl ze op lange termijn moeten
degraderen zodra het gastheerweefsel volledig is hersteld. Het globale doel van dit
proefschrift was om het regeneratieve potentieel te evalueren dat geassocieerd is
met 3D-geprinte botscaffolds voor patiëntspecifieke orthopedische toepassingen.

De eerste studie was gericht op het bepalen van de rol van de mechanische
omgeving van de gastheer op het botregeneratieproces ondersteund door 3D-
geprinte botscaffolds in last dragende toepassingen. Een computationeel model
van mechanisch gestimuleerde botregeneratie in poreuze scaffolds werd ontwikkeld
en gebaseerd op de specificiteit van het onderwerp, de implantatieplaats en de
gevoeligheid voor de mechanische omgeving. Botingroei in poreuze titanium
scaffolds werd vervolgens gesimuleerd in het distale femur en proximale tibia van
drie geiten en vergeleken met experimentele resultaten. De resultaten toonden aan
dat botingroei verschoof van een homogeen distributiepatroon, wanneer scaffolds in
contact waren met trabeculair bot, naar een plaatselijke botgroei wanneer scaffolds
op een diafysaire locatie werden geïmplanteerd. Over het algemeen suggereerde de
afhankelijkheid van de osteogene respons van de biomechanica van de gastheer dat,
vanuit een mechanisch perspectief, het regeneratieve potentieel afhing van zowel de
scaffold als de gastomgeving.
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vi BEKNOPTE SAMENVATTING

De tweede studie van dit proefschrift was gericht op het evalueren van de
patiëntspecifieke osteogene activiteit in een gecontroleerde in vitro omgeving
waar menselijke botcellen, geïsoleerd uit individuele proefpersonen, de essentiële
eigenschappen van het botvormingsproces nabootsen. Traditionele in vitro systemen
toonden al aan dat primaire menselijke osteoblasten ingebed in een 3D-fibreuze
collageenmatrix onder specifieke omstandigheden differentiëren tot osteocyten.
Daarom werd verondersteld dat het vertalen van deze omgeving naar de organ-
on-a-chip-schaal een minimale functionele eenheid creëert om osteoblastrijping
te recapituleren naar osteocyten en matrixmineralisatie. Primaire menselijke
osteoblasten werden gezaaid in een type I collageenhydrogel, om de rol van
celzaaidichtheid op hun differentiatie tot osteocyten te onderzoeken. De resultaten
tonen aan dat cellen die onder een hogere zaai dichtheid zijn gekweekt, dendriet
lengte in de loop van de tijd verhogen, de proliferatie stoppen, een dendritische
morfologie vertonen, de alkalische fosfatase-activiteit verhogen en osteocytmarkers
tot expressie brengen. Deze studie toonde aan dat micro-ontwikkelde systemen een
functionele strategie zijn om een patiëntspecifiek botweefselmodel te creëren en het
individuele osteogene potentieel van de botcellen van de patiënt te onderzoeken.

Alles bij elkaar genomen, benadrukken de resultaten van dit proefschrift het belang
van het gebruik van meervoudige modelleersystemen bij het onderzoeken van
het in vivo regeneratieproces, ondersteund door patiëntspecifieke botscaffolds.
Beide actoren van een celvrije in situ regeneratieve strategie, namelijk de scaffold
en de patiënt, hebben een significant effect op het uiteindelijke regeneratieve
resultaat en moeten gemodelleerd worden. Geavanceerde in vitro en in silico
technieken, gecombineerd met in vivo data, evalueren verschillende aspecten
van het botregeneratieproces voor patiëntspecifieke toepassingen. Toekomstige
gepersonaliseerde tissue engineering-strategieën hebben baat bij de integratie van die
modellen om uiteindelijk de variabiliteit in het botregeneratieproces te verminderen,
ondersteund door een patiëntspecifieke scaffold.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Clinical impact of patient-specific scaffolds and
the need for bone regeneration

Musculoskeletal disorders and related bone diseases are one of the major causes of
pain and disability. Diseases such as osteoarthritis, bone fracture, osteoporosis, bone
tumor and intervertebral discs degeneration, affect 1 of 2 adults in United States [1]
and more than 100 million Europeans, which induce chronic pain, disabilities and a
social and economical burden [2]. Although the great majority of patients undergo
non-surgical treatments to limit the disability of musculoskeletal conditions, surgery
is the first choice of treatment in extreme cases of pain and mobility impairment,
as observed in bone fractures, osteoarthritis and bone tumors [1].

The estimated incidence of bone fractures only is around 3 fractures per 100 people
per year in UK [3] and US [4]. Despite the intrinsic repair capacities of bone tissue,
5-10% of fractures do not self-heal (named non-unions) and require expensive
operative interventions [5]. Bone traumatic injuries cost $56 billion every year in
US alone [4], while fractures associated to osteoporosis cost €37.5 billion in the
largest European countries [6]. The current most effective treatments for non-union
fractures include bone transplants from a different anatomical site of the same
patient (autografts). Unfortunately, autogenic bone transplantation is a painful
procedure which is limited to small and single bone defects, thus it is not a valid
option for joint replacement operations [7]. When the bone fracture requires a total
joint replacement, like in femoral neck fractures, prosthetic implants are the unique
solution available [8].
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Similarly, osteoarthritis is a chronic joint disease that affects around 10% of men and
18% of women over 60 years of age and it is commonly treated with pharmaceutical
agents (mostly anti-inflammatory drugs) [9]. However, end-stage disease is severely
debilitating, that is why osteoarthritis is the most common reason for total hip
and knee replacements [10]. The total direct cost for joint replacement due to
osteoarthritis is around $42 billion in US only and it is set to increase in all
westernized countries [11].

In addition, the occurrence of primary malignant bone tumors in young patients, as
the osteosarcoma, is associated to the surgical excision of large parts of long bones
[12]. Despite innovations in chemotherapeutic drugs have substantially increased
the survival rate of osteosarcoma, the implantation of a megaprosthesis is the
accepted treatment to restore function and avoid limb amputation [13, 14].

Overall, prosthetic implants are the gold standard for treating severe musculoskeletal
disorders, where the joint function is impaired or bone defects are too large for
alternative bone grafts (Figure 1.1). However, metals commonly used for load-
bearing implants are inert materials and cause the mechanical loosening of the
implant over time, requiring complex revision surgeries [15, 16]. Reducing revision
rates is an essential objective for the next generation of orthopedic implants, given
that the demand for total hip and knee arthroplasties is projected to steadily increase
over the next decades [17]. Moreover, western population is aging and the number
of joint replacements among younger persons is growing faster than expected [18].
There is the clinical need of implants that remain active for longer period of time.

To address the higher durability of orthopedic implants, three-dimensional (3D)
printed or additively manufactured implants have recently emerged as alternative
to standard fabrication technologies. With additive manufacturing, tunable porous
surfaces can be fabricated at the bone-implant surface, thus enhancing the biological
fixation of the implant [19]. 3D printing technology has been innovating the
orthopedic field to such an extent that 3D printed implants have been proposed as
a new second generation of orthopedic implants [7]. On the one hand, 3D printing
offers the production of customized surgical implants, which became essential
to treat extreme clinical conditions (e.g. reconstruction after revision surgery or
tumour excision). On the other hand, the development of personalized 3D printed
implants is a long and expensive procedure compared to regular devices. The higher
fabrication cost and regulatory concerns for 3D printed implants are the reasons
why they have been applied only to patients identified as needing personalized
treatment, even though any patient might benefit for enhanced biological fixation
of the implant [20].
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Figure 1.1: Musculoskeletal disorders are currently treated with prosthetic
implants. (A) Example of musculoskeletal tissues with a high incidence of injuries
and degeneration. Image from [21]. (B) Orthopedic solutions to restore the joint
and bone mechanical functionality. Starting from the bottom left of the image:
aMace acetabular implant, Materialise; Tritanium PL cage, Stryker; ReUnion®
shoulder arthroplasty system, Strycker; Physica knee implant, Lima Corporate;
GMRS™ proximal tibial component, Strycker.
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In search of new beneficial therapies for a wider range of patients, regenerative
medicine is constantly growing to offer novel solutions to replace, restore, or
regenerate bone [22]. The translation of regenerative medicine principles to
orthopedic solutions can define a new, third generation of implants that completes
the transition from inert materials to bioactive scaffolds driving the bone regeneration
process [7]. In the short-term, regenerative 3D printed orthopedic scaffolds are
likely to increase osteointegration, while in the long-term they aim to degrade once
the host tissue is fully repaired [23, 24].

Recent developments in regenerative medicine suggest that personalized strategies
are an essential condition for regenerative products in a clinical scenario [25].
The biological variability within single patients is intrinsically related to the
unpredictability of the regenerative product outcome. As an example, systemic
disorders (e.g. diabetes or osteoporosis), comorbidities (e.g. cardiovascular diseases)
and medications deeply affect implant osteointegration [26]. Therefore, the
development of patient-specific regenerative solutions rely on the concomitant
investigation of both (1) the product design based on the environment to regenerate
and (2) the patient-specific osteogenic capacity, which is the context of the present
thesis.

CLINICAL CHALLENGE

Developing orthopedic implants that facilitate in situ bone repair

The translation of regenerative medicine principles to orthopedic solutions
can define a new, third generation of implants that completes the transition
from inert materials to bioactive scaffolds driving the bone regeneration
process once implanted in vivo. In the short-term, regenerative 3D printed
orthopedic scaffolds are likely to increase osteointegration, while in the long
term they aim to degrade once the host tissue is fully repaired.
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1.2 Modeling patient-specific regeneration: the role
of multiple systems

In view of evaluating and improving the regenerative outcome of patient-specific bone
implants, experimental models are continuously evolving to correlate the design of
the regenerative scaffold to the patient-specific biological response, thus optimizing
osteintegration. Besides human clinical trials, there are different categories of
experimental models in regenerative medicine, namely in vivo, in vitro and in silico
models. Each modeling approach presents its unique advantages and provides
essential information about the regenerative process (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Experimental models for bone tissue engineering. Main categories
of experimental models in bone tissue engineering prior to clinical research. The
advantages and disadvantages of each model are listed, suggesting that the synergy
of all models might bring regenerative products closer to clinical applications.

In vivo models mimic the complete human biological environment to the greatest
extent possible, which is the reason why animal experimentation is an absolute
requirement before the clinical translation of tissue engineered medical products [27].
However, biological mechanisms may differ between animal models and humans,
which motivates in vitro modeling and the culture of human cells in a controlled
environment outside of living organisms [28]. Yet, traditional 2D in vitro models are
not suitable for long-term studies and may fail in recapitulating a clinically relevant
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environment due to the absence of all factors present in vivo [29]. Conversely,
in silico models can simulate the dynamics of biological processes and quantify
the contribution of single mechanisms to the regenerative outcome, even though
computational tools have a significant cost of development and require large amount
of experimental data for their validation [30, 31]. Once applied to the development
of orthopedic scaffolds, different types of experimental models highlight different
aspects of the regeneration process. Hence, a tissue engineering strategy based on
the synergy of multiple in vitro, in silico and in vivo models brings patient-specific
technologies closer to clinical applications.

1.3 Research objectives and hypotheses

Global objective of the thesis
Evaluate the bone regenerative potential associated to 3D printed scaffolds
in patient-specific orthopedic applications.

The first objective of this thesis is to determine the role of the patient-specific
mechanical environment on the bone regeneration process guided by 3D printed
bone scaffolds in load-bearing applications. The second objective is to evaluate the
patient-specific osteogenic capacity in a micro-system (organ-on-chip) seeded with
human bone cells, isolated from individual subjects. To address these objectives,
two hypotheses have been defined and supported by the research presented in
chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis:

Research hypothesis 1
A computational strategy incorporating both porous bone scaffolds and the
host mechanical environment determines the scaffold regenerative outcome
for each specific patient and implantation site.

Research hypothesis 2
Bone-like 3D environments in microengineered systems define personalized
devices to induce the differentiation of primary human osteoblasts into
osteocytes.

By testing each of these hypotheses, the research objectives outlined above can be
addressed. The proposed research will deliver an interdisciplinary methodology to
include both the host and the scaffold perspectives during the evaluation of the
regenerative outcome of a patient-specific bone scaffold.
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1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis comprises the research carried out for the duration of the candidate’s
doctoral studies (Figure 1.3). Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on bone
structure, the processes of bone regeneration and healing, as well as their role in
tissue engineering. Next, this chapter introduces patient-specific solutions for bone
regeneration and advanced modeling techniques. Finally, the chapter ends with a
strong focus on the need of modeling the interaction between individual recipients
and scaffolds.

Scaffold

mechanics

Chapter 3

Patient

response

Chapter 4

Figure 1.3: Structure of the doctoral thesis. The present thesis investigates the
regenerative potential of 3D printed bone scaffolds for patient-specific orthopedic
applications. Therefore, the thesis comprises the research on scaffold mechanics
(chapter 3) and individual patient response (chapter 4).

In chapter 3, a computational approach related bone regeneration within scaffold
pores to the mechanical state induced by different recipients and anatomical
locations. Different implantation sites caused different mechanical conditions and
induced distinctive patterns of bone ingrowth distribution in the model, while the
mineralization dynamics brought to limited regeneration in the scaffold core. After
calibration with in vivo data from three recipients, the computational model revealed
a stronger responder, testing the research hypothesis 1 of the thesis. Chapter 4
investigates the development of a patient-specific bone-on-chip system to induce
osteogenic differentiation of primary human osteoblasts. A custom image analysis
software was first developed to compute cell dendrite elongation. Later, osteogenic
differentiation was assessed in terms of changes in cell morphology, proliferation,
mineral deposition and protein synthesis. This chapter has a particular focus on
the effect of cell seeding density to osteoblast differentiation and tests the research
hypothesis 2 of the thesis. The main findings of the thesis are outlined in chapter
5 and discussed in the context of patient-specific bone regeneration, along with
recommendations for future research.





Chapter 2

Literature review 1

2.1 Bone regeneration process

2.1.1 Bone structure and hierarchical organization

Bones are innervated and highly vascularized organs whose primary functions in
the human body involve the support and locomotion of the body, the protection of
internal organs, the storage of minerals, the hematopoiesis (formation and turnover
of blood cells) as well as the endocrine regulation of energy metabolism [32]. From a
structural perspective, bones are natural composites with a hierarchical organization,
finely controlled from the nano-(collagen molecules) to the macro-(bone shape)
scale (Figure 2.1). Starting from the nanoscale, hydroxyapatite crystals and type I
collagen molecules are the principal components of this highly ordered structure,
conferring bones their characteristic mechanical properties. Moving up in the
hierarchical organization of bone, hydroxyapatite crystals and type I collagen forms
mineralized collagen fibrils. Fibrils tend to self-assemble in ordered super-structures:
the presence or the absence of net fibrillar orientation in three dimensions led to
the distinction between lamellar and woven bone, respectively (sub-microscale) [33].
At higher hierarchical level, two characteristic bone structures consist of concentric
layers of lamellae named osteons as well as small beam elements, named trabeculae,
where lamellae are aligned to the main direction (microscale) [34]. At the tissue level,
densely packed osteons are the units of compact, cortical bone whereas trabeculae
are the units of cancellous, trabecular, or spongy bone (mesoscale) (Figure 2.1).

1Part of the text in this chapter is adapted from the following papers:
- Nasello et al., 2021, submitted to Applied Sciences;
- García-Aznar et al., 2021, submitted to Bone;
listed in chapter Publications

9
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Figure 2.1: Bone structure and hierarchical organization. Bone is a natural
composite material whose ordered structure is precisely organized from the nano to
the macro-scale. Image taken from [35].

Overall, bone cells finely control both processes of formation and maintenance of
the bone hierarchical structure. Each cell is responsible of specific tasks, so that
their orchestrated action regulates bone growth, remodeling, and repair.

2.1.2 Bone cells
Bone tissue homes cell types deriving from different lineages and whose synergistic
action is the basis of bone homeostasis. Cells deriving from the skeletal lineage,
such as osteoprogenitor cells, osteoblasts and osteocytes, form new bone matrix and
control the bone formation/resorption balance, while cells form the heamatopoietic
lineage, such as osteoclasts, resorb the bone matrix [36].

Mesenchymal stem cells
Bone forming cells arise from mesenchymal stem cell progenitors during embryonic
and postnatal development, as well as during fracture repair. Their differentiation
is associated to the activity of specific transcription factors, such as RUNX2
and osterix (OSX) [37]. Cells isolated from the aspirate bone marrow showed
multipotentiality in vitro, meaning that they can differentiate into bone, cartilage,
muscle, tendon/ligament, fat and other connective tissues. For this reason, those
cells were named "mesenchymal stem cells" (MSCs) [38]. According to the
International Society of Stem Cell Research, MSCs must be: (1) plastic-adherent;
(2) capable of differentiating to osteoblasts, adipocytes and chondrocyte in vitro;
(3) be positive for the cluster of differentiation 105 (CD105), CD73 and CD90;
(4) be negative for CD45, CD34, CD11b, CD14, CD79a and the human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) class II (Figure 2.2) [39].
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Medical Art (www.servier.com/Powerpoint-image-bank)

Figure 2.2: Mesenchymal stem cells are multipotent in vitro. Mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) are isolated from the bone marrow or other vascularized tissues.
After isolation, MSCs must be positive (POS) or negative (NEG) to canonical cluster
of differentiation (CD). MSCs must also be adherent to plastic and subpopulations
might be selected by priming with stimulating solutions. Finally, MSCs can
differentiate in vitro to chondrocyte, osteoblasts and adipocytes when lineage-
specific factors are supplemented. Such in vitro multipotentiality has inspired the
use of MSCs in tissue engineering applications. Image modified from [40].

MSC minimal criteria have been satisfied by perivascular cells, namely pericytes,
isolated in multiple organs including muscle, pancreas, adipose tissue and placenta
[41], which motivated the use of adipose-tissue-derived cells in the field of skeletal
regenerative medicine [42]. Given their remarkable multipotentiality in vitro, MSCs
have been investigated in tissue engineering applications, aiming to induce the same
differentiation in vivo. However, clinical trials showed limited MSC capacity to
differentiate and replace damaged tissue in vivo, while there are compelling evidences
that their immunomodulatory properties facilitate the host regenerative response
[38]. As a result, authors suggest to change the name of MSCs to "Medicinal
Signaling Cells" due to the beneficial effects of their paracrine activity [43].

Another potential source of osteoprogenitor cells is the periosteum, whose inner
layer contains skeletal progenitor cells. Periosteal progenitor cells play a central
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role in bone formation after fracture, by undergoing expansion and differentiating
into osteoblasts and chrondrocytes, and they have been already proposed as cellular
source for bone regeneration strategies [44].

Osteoblasts

Osteoblasts are the bone-forming cells and they are usually identified at the bone
surface. The differentiation stages of skeletal lineage cells lead to the identification
of three different types of osteoblasts, namely preosteoblasts, active osteoblasts
and quiescent or bone-lining cells [45]. Preosteoblasts are osteoprogenitor cells
who started the differentation process into mature osteoblasts. Preosteoblasts start
producing collagen type I precursor molecules, although they do not deposit bone
matrix yet [45].

Differentiation into active osteoblasts is mainly characterized by the bone matrix
formation, which is the development and maturation of a calcified extracellular
matrix (calcified ECM or bone matrix). Osteoblasts govern the processes of matrix
synthesis and mineralization by secreting the major of organic components of
the bone matrix and depositing mineral in the form of hydroxyapatite during
mineralization [46]. On the surface of existing bone matrix, osteoblasts deposit
an organic template with abundant type I collagen named osteoid, which is later
mineralized with deposition of hydroxyapatite crystals (Figure 2.3) [47].

Osteoblast

Osteoclast

Osteocyte

Stroma

Bone matrix

Newly formed

matrix (osteoid)

B Oc

Os
Ob

S

BA

Figure 2.3: Bone formation mechanism. (A) Representative diagram of the
deposition of newly formed matrix governed by osteoblasts. (B) Photomicrograph
of developing bone indicating osteoblasts (Ob), osteocytes (Oc), bone matrix (B),
osteoid (Os) and stroma (S). Image adapted from [47].
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To accumulate calcium phosphate for matrix mineralization, active osteoblasts
synthesize alkaline phosphatase (ALP). Moreover, active osteoblasts synthesize
extracellular proteins enriching the matrix, such as bone sialoprotein 2 (BSP2) and
osteocalcin [37]. After producing the bone matrix, osteoblasts can undergo three
different fates. While a subset of osteoblasts differentiate into osteocytes, others
undergo apoptosis or become bone lining cells, which are a quiescent osteoblasts
lying on the bone surface [48].

Osteoblast differentiation process is characterized by different developmental
signaling pathways, which can be harnessed in TE applications to replicate
organogenesis. In particular, the bone morphogenic proteins (BMP2) promote
mesenchymal progenitor transition to RUNX2+OSX+ cells and enhance osteoblast
function [37]. The direct relationship between BMP2s and postnatal bone formation
motivates their use in TE as osteogenic factors [49, 50].

Osteocytes

The bone matrix deposition normally continues until osteoblasts become surrounded
by mineralized matrix, when they might experience drastic phenotypical changes and
differentiate into terminally differentiated osteocytes [45]. Osteoblast differentation
into osteocytes is associated to a characteristic change from cuboidal to dendritic
shape, where protrusions create an interconnected cellular network within the
mineralized matrix [48]. Moreover, osteocytes cease their osteogenic activity since
they are embedded in a mineralized matrix. Osteoblast markers associated to matrix
formation are downregulated, such as the Wnt signaling pathway that is inhibited by
sclerostin synthesis [48]. The interruption of osteogenic activity corresponds to a new
role for osteocytes in the bone tissue, since they become the orchestrators of both
processes of bone formation and resorption. Through their dendritic network and
their ubiquitous presence within the matrix, osteocytes sense the bone mechanical
environment and regulate the activity of both bone forming and resorbing cells [48].
Dendrites are surrounded by fluid made of ECM proteins binding to cell membrane
receptors. When fluid flows and causes shear stress, cell membrane receptors,
such as integrins, act as mechanoreceptor and transfer mechanical stimulation to
the osteocytes [51]. Between all proteins in the fluid surrounding the dendrites,
glycocalyx is one of the major components of the pericellular matrix and has a
direct impact on integrin attachment and cell stimulation [51, 52]. As for osteocytic
markers, E11 and dental matrix protein 1 (DMP1) synthesis characterize young
osteocytes that are completing the mineralization of the surrounding matrix, while
mature osteocytes synthesize sclerostin as the osteogenic activity is completed [45].
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Osteoclasts

As osteoblasts build new bone matrix, osteoclasts resorb the bone matrix. They
secrete enzymes to dissolve the damaged tissue and facilitate the deposition of a
newly bone matrix [46]. Osteoclasts derive from the heamatopoietic lineage, thus
precursor cells in the hematopoietic vascular channel of the bone marrow migrate
to the bone matrix and differentiate into osteoclasts when stimulated [53]. In vitro
experiments have widely demonstrated that osteoclasts differentiation require two
factors: macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) and the receptor activator
of nuclear factor-kappa B ligand (RANKL). While M-CSF promotes the adhesion
of osteoclast precursors, RANKL guides osteoclast differentiation by activating its
membranar receptor, RANK [54]. RANKL depletion induces severe osteopetrosis
in vivo and it is synthesized in large amount by osteocytes. Therefore, osteocyte
regulatory action relies on RANKL expression to finely control bone resorption [55].

2.1.3 Bone tissue adaptation

Bone modeling and remodeling

Bone formation and resorption occur simultaneously throughout the skeleton. When
formation and resorption take place on different locations, they are referred to as
bone modeling activity. The main function of bone modeling is to control bone
shape and eventually increase bone mass [56]. Bone modeling has a prominent
role during childhood, governing the skeletal development and growth. In contrast,
bone remodeling consists of bone remodeling units (BRUs) where osteoclasts and
osteoblasts sequentially resorb and form matrix on the same bone surface (Figure
2.4).

Compared to bone modeling, bone remodeling is a slower process which takes place
throughout life, leading to transient or permanent skeletal changes according to the
body needs. There are 2-5 million BRUs in the skeletal system of healthy individuals,
whose bone resorbing and forming activity is coupled to maintain the bone balance
unvaried [57]. Conversely, individuals affected by pathological conditions of bone
loss, such as postmenopausal osteoporosis, present higher number of BRUs and
their net bone balance is negative [56]. The higher number of BRUs and the net
negative bone balance result in a dramatic increase of the bone loss rate [57].

Through remodeling, bone continuously adapts to both systemic and local factors,
such as hormones, cytokines, vitamins and mechanical loading [58]. It is important to
mention that both bone modeling and remodeling are often referred as "remodeling"
when investigating the effects of physical, chemical or biological factors to bone
tissue adaptation [59].
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Figure 2.4: Bone remodeling cycle. Bone remodeling phases in trabecular bone,
when osteoclasts and osteoblasts sequentially resorb and synthesize bone matrix.
Image taken from [57].

Mechanical adaptation of bone tissue

The influence of mechanical loading on skeletal architecture, named mechanical
adaptation, has been investigated for more than 200 years and can be summarized in
the statement of the Wolff’s Law (19th century). In brief, the Wolff’s law states that
"alterations of the internal architecture clearly observed and following mathematical
rules, as well as secondary alterations of the external form of the bones following
the same mathematical rules, occur as a consequence of primary changes in shape
and stressing or in the stress of the bones" [60, 59]. Extreme cases of reduction or
increase of skeletal loading show the direct effect of mechanics on both the bone
mineral content and shape. The absence of physiological skeletal loading results in
rapid bone loss, which is clearly observed in immobilized patients and astronauts.
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Although they regularly perform physical exercise, astronauts experience osteocyte
apoptosis and 1% loss of bone mass every month due to weightlessness under
spaceflight conditions [58]. Conversely, physical activity increases bone strength.
For example, bones in the playing arm of tennis players are larger than those in the
nonplaying arm [61]. The higher strength of mechanically loaded bones is the result
of a concomitant increase in bone mineral content and bone structural reshape [61].

Throughout life, bone adaptation is driven by a fine control of mechanical stimulation,
which is not believed to occur only in humans. Comparable peak physiogical strains,
around 2000-3000 µε, were measured in long bones of various animals, confirming
the mechano-based adaptation occurring in the bone tissue [59]. Since Frost’s first
mathematical model of mechanically regulated bone remodeling [62], tissue-scale
mechanobiological parameters have been related to bone adaptation. Macroscopic
models of bone remodeling represent bone as homogeneous material and assume
a net bone balance equal to zero for tissue-level mechanical stimuli Ψ around a
reference value Ψ*. Outside the area of null net bone balance, named dead or
equilibrium zone, the difference between Ψ and Ψ* is considered the driving force of
bone remodeling, with the simplest models assuming a linear rate of bone formation
and resorption (Figure 2.5-A) [63].

A

Figure 2.5: Mechanically regulated bone remodeling. (A) Macroscopic models
of bone remodeling assume a net bone balance equal to zero in the "dead zone",
that is for mechanical stimuli Ψ around a reference value Ψ*. Outside the dead
zone, the difference between the local Ψ and Ψ* drives the bone remodeling rate.
(B) Experimental coupling of mechanical states and microstructural changes in
trabecular bone. Results showed that bone resorption and formation correlate with
the local values of the strain energy density (SED), providing a local interpretation
of macroscopic models of bone remodeling. Image taken from [64].

The assumption of homogeneous bone material makes the mathematical formulations
of bone remodeling valid only at the macroscale, where discontinuities in bone
composition can be ignored. Indeed, coupling mechanical states and microstructural
changes in trabecular bone showed that chances of bone resorption and formation
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correlate with the local values of the strain energy density (SED) (Figure 2.5-B)
[64]. Analyzing the bone structural heterogeneity revealed that bone formation and
resorption occurs throughout the tissue, and that the relationships described by
macroscale models of bone remodeling consider the overall effect of mechanics on
bone adaptation. Low SED values are likely to induce local bone resorption, while
high SED values are likely to induce local bone formation. Bone formation and
resorption are likely to occur locally with the same frequency, which corresponds to
the "dead zone" and a net bone balance equal to zero (Figure 2.5).

2.1.4 Bone healing and large bone defects

A bone fracture is the interruption of bone continuity following a trauma or a disease
(e.g. osteoporosis, tumor), while bone healing or bone repair is the subsequent
physiological process that restores continuity [47]. Bone healing consists of three
characteristic phases leading to the development of a fibrocartilaginous template
and the final restoration of the orginal bone structure (Figure 2.6) [65]. Immediately
after trauma, the inflammatory phase takes place with the immediate formation
of a hematoma (Figure 2.6-1). In the first days after fracture, inflammatory cells
remove the necrotic tissue and recruits cells in charge of functional tissue formation
that will form a callus. The second reparative phase starts with the recruitment of
mesenchymal cells and osteoprogenitor cells, which later produce a fibrocartilaginous
matrix named soft callus (Figure 2.6-2). The callus bridges the fracture gap and
serves as a template for bone matrix formation [66]. This first mineralized matrix,
known as hard callus, is a poorly organized tissue, namely woven bone, that is ready
to be converted to lamellar bone (Figure 2.6-3). The final remodeling phase of
bone repair follows the bone remodeling dynamics to confer the original shape and
strength to the injured bone segment (Figure 2.6-4).

1 2
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3

A hard (bony) 

callus forms.
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remodeled.
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Compact bone

Medullary
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Figure 2.6: Stages of bone fracture healing. Three different phases characterizes
bone fracture repair. (1) Inflammatory phase with hematoma formation. (2-
3) Reparative phase with formation of fibrocartilaginous matrix (soft callus) and
subsequent mineralization (hard callus). (4) Remodeling phase to confer the original
shape and strength to the injured bone segment. Image adapted from [47].
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Bones sometimes fail to bridge the fracture gap and heal. If the healing of the
fracture did not occur within 6-9 months after trauma, the fracture is defined as
non-union [4]. Non-unions spontaneously occur in critical-size bone defects and
might be affected by pathological conditions such as pseudoarthrosis, osteoporosis
or bone tumor (Figure 2.7) [67]. In general, non-unions consist of the soft callus
failing to turn in a mineralized bone matrix, requiring further medical intervention
to heal [68, 69].

Limited blood supply

Soft connective tissue fails

to mature into bone

Limited swelling

Diabetes

Severe or complex

fracture

lAnti-inf ammatory, opioid

and anticoagulant drugs

Arthritis

6-9 MONTHS RISK FACTORS

Figure 2.7: Non-union bone fracture: an unhappy marriage. Schematic
representation of a non-union and risk factors associated. Image adapted from [69].

2.1.5 Bone tissue engineering

Tissue engineering (TE) combines principles of engineering and life science to restore,
maintain or improve tissue function [70]. In the context of regenerated tissue, bone
tissue engineering (BTE) is a potential solutions to those clinical conditions where
bone fails its natural healing response (e.g. non-union, bone tumors and infections)
[71]. A standard TE approach involves the development, outside the patient, of
a biological substitute combining scaffolds (templates) [72], signals (e.g. growth
factors) [73] and (stem) cells [21] which is finally transplanted on the degenerated
or injured tissue [74].

Over the past 30 years bone tissue engineered grafts, including a subset or the full
triad of scaffolds, signals and cells, were proposed as alternatives to autologous bone
grafts. While gold standard autografts have limited availability and are painful to
the patient, TE products offer an off-the-shelf solution for clinical conditions where
bone repair and regeneration need to be augmented (Figure 2.8) [49]. Yet, few BTE
solutions are currently applied in clinical practice and the whole tissue engineering
field is moving away from the initial approach of developing fully functional individual
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tissues outside the patient. Advances in material and stem cell sciences, as well as a
deeper understanding of developmental biology, suggest that regenerative medicine
should harness the self-healing mechanisms of the body [75].
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Figure 2.8: Tissue engineering for segmental defect regeneration. Histological
and imaging analyses of segmental bone defect regeneration in sheep after 3
and 12 months. Comparison between bone regeneration outcomes of different
tissue engineering strategies (scaffold, scaffold + cells, scaffold + signal) and the
autologous bone graft. Image taken from [49].

There is a growing interest in acellular biomaterials stimulating tissue regeneration,
mainly due to the lower technical and regulatory complexities compared to cell-based
therapies [76, 77]. The recent definition of in situ TE relies on grafts harnessing
the endogenous restoration of tissue functionality, orchestrated by the host [78].
Grafts commonly consist of acellular and resorbable scaffolds guiding the recipient
in the development of a living autologous tissue (Figure 2.9) [79, 80].

Biomaterials and fabrication technologies for in situ TE applications should support
endogenous cells in developing and regenerating tissues during all stages following
implantation [81]. Both natural and synthetic biomaterials have been proposed
as potential scaffolds, the latter ranging from degradable to permanent and from
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Figure 2.9: Stages of in situ tissue regeneration. Following the graft implantation,
in situ tissue engineering relies on guiding the biological processes initiated by the
host to develop an autologous living tissue. Image adapted from [78].

metals to ceramics, polymers or hydrogels. Fabrication technologies have been
continuously evolving since the initial attempts of bone regeneration, and 3D
printing is considered one of the major breakthrough in recent years (Figure 2.10)
[82]. By dictating a scaffold’s structure and eventually incorporating cells during
the fabrication process, 3D printing can mimic the native bone complexity [83].

Figure 2.10: Biomaterials timeline in bone tissue engineering. Biomaterials
have been evolving from the initial attempts of bone repair with bioresorbable metals
and calcium phosphate constructs to functionalized scaffolds. Between fabrication
technologies, 3D printing is considered one of the major breakthrough to resemble
native bone complexity. Image taken from [82].
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2.2 Patient-specific strategies for bone tissue
engineering

2.2.1 Individual regenerative potential

The intra-subject variability in the outcome of tissue engineering products is one of
the main limitations for their clinical translation. Most of the clinical trials based on
regenerative medicine therapies relied on adult MSC to stimulate tissue regeneration
and were carried out in different medical specialties, ranging from neurology, to
orthopedics and nephrology. However, outcomes were often discordant on the
efficacy of regenerative therapies, mostly due to uncertainties both in the patient
reaction and the reproducibility of the regenerative product (Table 2.1) [84].

Clinical trials Minimize patient-related modifiers (age, gender,
and comorbidities) in phase I/II trials

Preclinical models Avoid young and healthy animal models to
represent clinically relevant scenario

Basic research Explore the biological response associated to each
source of variability

Table 2.1: Individual regenerative potential in translational research.
Recommendations for the inclusion of individual variability when testing a
regenerative product in all stages of translational research.

Sources of variability are systematically underestimated in all stages of translational
research. In the clinical stage, the patient selection process should carefully exclude
the side effects of comorbidities and aging [85]. In preclinical models, testing small
groups made of young and healthy animals might overestimate the clinical potency
of a regenerative product [86]. Despite the challenges in modeling a clinically
relevant scenario, recent in vivo studies illustrated how the bone adaptive response
of each subject depends on aging [87] or physical activity [88] and how it leads to
drastic changes in bone scaffold design (Figure 2.11) [89].

In basic research, in vitro models should explore the underlying biological response in
tissue engineering products to reveal the impact of heterogeneous patient responses.
Patient-specific models aim to represent individual physiology as well as pathology,
thus they require advanced systems whose microenvironments can be tailored to
the specific case under investigation. Organ-on-chip systems are advanced solutions
to develop culture microenvironments whose mechanical, chemical and physical
properties can be finely tuned based on the clinical target that is replicated [90].
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Figure 2.11: Individual variations in scaffold-guided bone regeneration (A)
Bone scaffold implantation in ovine femur. (B) Regenerative response (bone
ingrowth) versus 3D printed scaffold stiffness. Lines connect in vivo outcomes from
the same animal, identifying two groups of strong and weak mechano-regenerative
response. (C) MicroCT images of bone ingrowth and isolation of mineralized tissue
within the scaffold pores. Scale bars, 40 µm. Image modified from [89].
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Microengineered platforms facilitate the use of primary human cells from single
donors, thus the combination of controlled microenvironments and patient cells
create personalized testing devices [91]. Moreover, the interconnection between
separate culture microenvironments define multi-organ models on-chip with the
unique advantage to assess both the local and systemic effects of regenerative
therapies [92].

2.2.2 Porous biomaterials and additive manufacturing

Porous biomaterials fabricated via additive manufacturing (AM) were recently
proposed to address the lack of osteointegration in orthopedic implants (Figure
2.12) [93]. The rational behind the use of porous structure is that bone ingrowth
facilitates the mechanical interlocking of the implant with the surrounding bone.

Figure 2.12: Combined used of CAD and scaffolds as clinical therapy after
resection of musculo-skeletal sarcoma. Clinical case of orthopedic regenerative
medicine after resection of malignant bone tumor. Custom scaffold designed from
CT data of the patient pelvis and fabricated via additive manufacturing. The
implant fits the macro-scale geometries of the specific application, while the porous
structure facilitate osteointegration. Image taken from [94].
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From a design perspective, AM is moving from the fabrication of patient-specific
devices to bio-inspired designs enhancing the biomaterials performance [95]. Not
only does an implant fit the macro-scale geometries of individual applications,
but it can also boost a regenerative response from the host. Such a challenge is
driving three dimensional (3D) printing into the fields of orthopedic regenerative
medicine and bone tissue engineering, where the use of open, interconnected and
tunable scaffolds are key to elicit bone tissue formation in vivo [35, 23, 94]. On
the one hand, highly porous structures have a large surface area that improves
apatite forming ability and bone ingrowth [96], as well as the deposition of bioactive
molecules [97]. On the other hand, the precise control over the final shape makes
additively manufactured scaffolds suitable for applying geometrical gradients and
influencing the cellular response (Figure 2.13) [98]. Moreover, the regulation of the
internal architecture can lower the equivalent Young’s modulus of the bulk implant
materials, thus matching the mechanical requirements of bone substitutes (Figure
2.14) [99, 35].

A

B

Figure 2.13: Additively manufactured porous biomaterials. 3D printing offers
precise mechanical and topological control when creating open and interconnected
porous structures eliciting bone formation. (A) Topological designs with a class of
surfaces, named minimal surfaces, whose mean curvature is comparble to trabecular
bone. (B) 3D printed specimens. Image adapted from [93].

Bone regeneration with 3D printed scaffolds might involve the functionalization
of the surface, the change of the topological order and the control of mechanical
properties. It is clear that computational models provide an optimization framework
to guide scaffold design and testing, since they investigate the effect of design
parameters on the regenerative performance for each specific application [100].
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Figure 2.14: Locally bone-stiffness-matched porous scaffold. The stiffness of a
3D printed scaffold can be finely tuned throughout the structure in order to match
both the local bone stiffness and the overall compression stress–strain response of
the corresponding bone specimen replaced. Image taken from [99].

2.2.3 Microengineered technology for individual response
The organ-on-chip field has recently emerged from the synergy of microfabrication
techniques and tissue engineering, with the aim to replicate specific processes of
organ functionality in sophisticated in vitro microenvironments. The development
of organ-on-chips typically starts from a microfabrication technique, such as mask-
based photolithography, etching precise microscale pattern into photosensitive
materials, thus creating a mold [101]. Later, soft lithography replicates the master
pattern in the microengineered device. The soft elastomer poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PDMS is the standard material used for the stamp, given its optical transparency,
biocompatibility. Moreover, PDMS can restore hydrophobicity after the stamp is
bonded to a flat surface, which facilitates the hydrogel filling of the culture chamber
[102]. The final device consists of transparent polymeric microchannels where
mechanical stimuli and biochemical gradients can be applied, while tissue-tissue
interfaces can be replicated [103].
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While the use of organ-on-chips for drug screening is steadily increasing [90], the
combination of microengineered systems with primary patient cells is inspiring the
field of personalized medicine [91] as well as regenerative medicine [104]. Different
organ-on-chips were recently developed to predict the variability between individuals
associated to specific biological processes, such as the permeability of the blood-
brain barrier [105], the inflammation of the human airways [106], the proliferation
of multiple myeloma cells [107] and the drug-induced hematotoxicity [108] (Figure
2.15).

Figure 2.15: Human bone marrow-on-chip. A vascularized human bone marrow-
on-chip was developed with optically clear poly(dimethylsiloxane) channels. In the
top channel, hematopoietic stem cells (CD34+) were seeded, while endothelial
cells (EC) created a vascular lumen in the bottom channel. After 2 weeks of in
vitro culture, hematopoietic stem cells differentiated in multiple blood cell types
(magenta: erythroid lineage; yellow: megakaryocyte lineage; blue: neutrophil and
other haematopoietic lineages). Scale bar, 20 µm. Image adapted from [108]

.

Compared to other tissues, bone-on-chip platforms have mostly arose only in the last
years. The first literature review on the developments and challenges of bone-on-chip
systems has been recently published, showing the main technical solutions adopted
to study bone cell function, bone regeneration and its interaction with multiple
tissues [109]. Starting from a monolayer of mouse osteocyte-like cell line to study
mechano-regulation under oscillatory fluid flow [110], bone-on-chips moved to three
dimensional (3D) culture systems that investigated the osteocytic network formation
[111, 112] or the bone matrix mineralization process [113]. Indeed, 3D culture
environments mimicking the extracellular matrix (ECM) provide more representative
systems of tissue function and it can be achieved by loading hydrogels. Hydrogel-
based bone-on-chip system can potentially answer novel biological questions, but
they must always meet the biological requirements of the specific physiological or
pathological process modeled (Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16: Modeling bone biology with personalized hydrogel-based bone-
on-chips. Bone-on-chips aim at replicating specific functions of the bone tissue
in sophisticated in vitro microenvironments. From a biological perspective, the
variability associated to cell phenotype and bone diseases makes it difficult for
traditional models to predict the efficacy of potential therapies. Each physiological
or pathological bone process has a specific extracellular environemnt, which can
be replicated by using hydrogels and tuning their biomechemical composition,
structural and mechanical properties. Therefore, hydrogel-based bone-on-chips
offer personalized bone tissue models, where a proper combination of complex 3D
microenvironments and primary human cells can answer questions on bone biology
and test novel treatments.

Designing hydrogel-based bone-on-chips

Fundamental requirements of any organ-on-chip are one or multiple cell types and
a culture micro-chamber. To model biological characteristics of the bone tissue,
the selection and the number of different cell types to introduce in a bone-on-chip
(BOC) system includes, but it is not limited to, cells normally residing in the bone
tissue. The cellular component of the bone matrix is usually represented by MSCs,
osteoblasts or osteocytes [108, 114, 115, 116, 117]. Besides including cell types
involved in the development, growth and remodeling of bones, a more realistic bone
microenvironment requires modeling interactions between tissues made of different
cell types. For example, vascular tissue and endothelial cells interact with bone
forming cells and affect both bone pathology and physiology. BOC devices can be
designed to deposit a layer of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs)
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[118, 119]. Moreover, organ-on-chips facilitate the interaction between three or four
different cells types to model the interaction between tumors, vascular and bone
tissue [118, 120, 115, 121] (Figure 2.17). A different approach from the traditional
cell seeding consisted of a prior in vivo implantation of an hydrogel-based bone
microenvironment and subsequent culture in a microfluidic device after explantation
[122].

A

B

Figure 2.17: On-chip devices modeling breast cancer metastasis in the bone
tissue. Examples of microfluidic devices modeling breast cancer cell extravasation
towards the bone tissue. (A) Tri-culture system where osteo-differentiated
mesenchymal stem cells created a bone-like environment by conditioning a collagen
hydrogel. After seeding a monolayer of endothelial cells on the edge of the collagen
hydrogel, breast cancer cells were introduced and their extravasation ability was
assessed. Scale bar, 50 µm. Image adapted from [118]. (B) Tri-culture system
where the bone-like compartment was made of an osteocyte monolayer. A lumen
seeded with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) represented a blood
vessel. Confocal images showed breast cancer cell (MDA-MB231) extravasation
through the endothelial cell lumen. Image adapted from [117].

The design of the culture chamber in BOCs is intrinsically related to the complexity
of the multi-cellular and multi-tissue interaction modeled with each device (Table
2.2). For example, single channels are normally preferred for cell migration studies
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[123, 124, 125]. The definition of compartments in organ-on-chips is one of the
most characteristic advantages of microengineered technologies over traditional
culture techniques. By means of computer aided design, it is possible to tune the
geometry of each single channel and the way multiple channels communicate with
each other [126, 117]. Beside using channels as culture chambers, microengineered
system might induce chemical gradients within the culture environment, given that
microfluidic devices facilitate the application of independent fluid flows for different
channels [116].

When a 3D microenvironment is essential to recapitulate the biological process
under investigation, cells are mixed with hydrogels prior to loading in the culture
chamber. After insertion in the microengineered devices, hydrogels undergo a
gelation process and create the 3D matrix where cells are embedded. Due to
their remarkable biocompatibility and non-toxicity, natural hydrogels are normally
selected to resemble the native ECM in BOC systems (Table 2.2). The hydrogel
choice depends on the specific environment to be modeled. For example, the
formation of a fibrin matrix immediately after a bone injury makes fibrin gels a
suitable model of the bone healing process [114]. In search of a model representing
the more developed bone tissue, fibrin can be mixed with collagen type I, whose
addition increases the hydrogel stiffness and its mechanical stability [127]. Due to
its ubiquitous presence in the bone matrix, hydrogel-based BOC systems normally
used collagen I when culturing HOBs. The collagen properties varied for the
different applications of the BOCs. In general, collagen concentration was higher
when inducing ostegenic differentiation and mineralization [118], while collagen
concentration, thus matrix stiffness, was lower for osteoblast migration assays
[124, 123]. Hydrogels properties can be enhanced with composite systems. Besides
mixing with fibrin, collagen I was also mixed with Matrigel prior to loading in BOC
[128]. Moreover, hydroxyapatite nanoparticles were incorporated in fibrin hydrogels
and loaded into BOC systems [121, 129]. Instead of incorporating inorganic phases,
hydrogel-based BOCs recreated mineralized environments by combining a collagen
I hydrogel with osteogenic factors [122] or by culturing osteo-differentiated MSCs
depositing mineralized matrix [118].
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Goal Cells Chamber Hydrogel Main findings Ref

Cancer
metastasis

MDA-MB-231
hBM-MSC
HUVEC

4 independent
gel chambers

Osteo-cell
conditioned
collagen
(6.0)

Extravasation of breast
cancer cells is
influenced by cell
receptor CXCR2

[118]

MDA-MB-231
MLO-Y4
HUVEC

Lumen and
osteocyte
channel

Mix of
collagen I
(5.5) and
Matrigel
(2.5)

Mechanically
stimulated osteocytes
reduced breast cancer
cell migration

[117]

hBM-MSC-OD
hBM-MSC
HUVEC
MDA-MB-231

1 gel channel Fibrin (5.0) Bone-mimicking
microenvironment
induced the highest
breast cancer
extravasation rates

[114]

OD MSC
HUVEC
LF
MDA-MB-231

1 channel and
endothelial
monolayer

Mix of
fibrin (2.5)
and
collagen I
(0.2)

3D vascularized
spheroids-on-chip
enhances breast cancer
cell migration

[115]

Cancer cell
(SW620 or
MKN74)
HUVEC
LF

Separate
channels for
tumor and
fibroblast
co-culture

HA
(0.2-0.4%)/
fibrin (2.5)
composite

Inhibitory effect of HA
in cancer cell migration
and angiogenic sprout
formation

[121]

Osteochon-
drogenesis

ADMSC 2 serpentine
and 1 linear
channel

Agarose
(2.5%)

Simultaneous
osteogenic and
chondrogenic
differentiation of stem
cells

[116]

Vascularized
bone

HUVEC
LF

4 channels HA (0.05-
0.5%)/
fibrin (-)
composite

HA enhances sprouting
speed and increased
lumen size, sprout
length and number

[129]

Bone
marrow
physiology

Subcutaneous
implantation
prior to in
vitro culture

Chamber for
the explant
and perfusion
channels

Collagen I
(3.0) with
DBP,
BMP2,
BMP4

Reconstitution of
hematopoietic niche
physiology and
response to radiation
toxicity

[122]

Table 2.2: Recent studies using hydrogel-based bone-on-chips. Selection
of recent studies using hydrogel-based bone-on-chips to model physiological or
pathological bone microenvironments. Hydrogel concentrations are between brackets
and expressed in mg/ml or weight/volume %. (Continue next page)
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Goal Cells Chamber Hydrogel Main findings Ref

Bone
marrow
pathology

CD34+ cell
BMSC
HUVEC

Apical and
basal channels

Mix of
fibrin (5.0)
and
collagen I
(0.2)

Prediction of clinically
observed haemato-
toxicities and
representation of
Shwachman–Diamond
syndrome

[108]

SUP-B15
BMSC HOB

4 channels Collagen I
(2.0 and
4.0)

Bone marrow
microenvironment
enhances leukemia cell
survival during drug
treatment

[120]

leukemic cell
(U937, HL60
or K562)
HUVEC
HS5

Gel channel,
leukemic
channel and
endothelial
channel

Collagen I
(2.5 and
5.0)

Angiogenesis in bone
marrow promotes
leukemia cell
proliferation and
survival

[119]

Cell
migration

HOB 1 channel Collagen I
(4.0)

Interstitial fluid flow
alters hydrogel
microstructure and cell
migration

[123]

HOB 1 channel Collagen I
(4.0)

The inhibition of ECM
degradation reduces
cell motility

[124]

hBM-MSC 1 channel Mix (1:1) of
collagen
(2.0) and
Matrigel

Dose-dependent
chemoattractant ability
of different chemokines

[125]

Table 2.2: (Previous page). Abbreviations: hBM human bone marrow derived,
MSC mesenchymal stem cell, MDA-MB-231 human mammary adenocarcinoma cell
(high invasion capacity), HUVEC human umbilical vein endothelial cell, MLO-Y4
murine osteocyte-like cell Line, OD osteoblast-differentiated, BMSC bone marrow
stromal cell, SUP-B15 acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell line , HOB primary
human osteoblasts, HS5 human bone marrow stromal cell line, DBP bone-inducing
demineralized bone powder, BMP bone morphogenetic protein, HA hydroxyapatite,
SW620 human colon cancer, MKN74 human gastric cancer, LF human lung
fibroblast, ADMSC adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cell, ECM extracellular
matrix.
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2.2.4 Computational models of scaffold-driven bone tissue
regeneration

The optimization of design-oriented porous structures relies on the assistance of
predictive computational algorithms to test the efficacy of different topological
designs for each specific use [130]. Computational models are often based on either
a bioregulatory or a mechanoregulatory process governing the bone regeneration
dynamics [131]. On the one hand, bioregulatory models describe interactions
in the biological microenvironment and might include a description of cellular
behavior based on growth factor concentration and oxygen tension. As an example,
bioregulatory models were already applied to identify culturing conditions that
maximize bone formation in cell seeded scaffolds [132]. On the other hand,
mechanoregulatory models relate a mathematical definition of the mechanical
stimulus to tissue formation and differentiation [133].

Mechanical variables and regenerative response can be correlated at multiple length
scales. At the tissue level, where the newly formed bone tissue is considered as
homogeneous continuum, the SED, octahedral shear strain and interstitial fluid
flow are used to derive mechanical stimuli triggering bone formation (Figure 2.18).
The mathematical formulation associated to the SED is derived from the bone
remodeling theory, thus bone regeneration is represented as newly mineralized tissue
induced by a mechanical gradient [134]. The mathematical formulation associated
to the octahedral shear strain and interstitial fluid flow leads to a biophysical stimulus
driving the differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells into fibroblasts, chondrocytes
and osteoblasts. The biological output of such mechanoregulatory theory is the
amount of fibrous, cartilaginous and osseus tissue formed [135, 136]. At the cellular
level, the mechanical stimulation on individual cells seeded into a bone scaffold can
be compared to the strains that bone cells experience in vivo, thus identifying the
optimal perfusion and compression inducing osteogenic differentiation [137].

Besides implementing a mechanoregulatory theory, computational models of bone
regeneration have a cellular component migrating within the scaffold pores and
depositing new ECM [138]. For a more complete mechanobiological perspective,
novel approaches include the effect of chemical factors on cell proliferation, apoptosis
and differentiation, defining mechano-chemical models of scaffold-driven bone
regeneration [100, 139, 140]. The majority of the bone regeneration theories assume
that MSCs differentiation to osteoblasts, chondrocytes or fibroblasts depends on
the intensity of mechanical cues, thus the dynamic processes of cell differentiation
and tissue formation update the mechanical cues and regulate the regeneration
process. When applied to cell-seeded porous scaffolds, modeling the evolution of
differentiated cell and tissue phenotypes identified the combination of compression
and pore pressure inducing osteogenic differentiation and higher stiffness of the
newly formed matrix [136].
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Another mechanoregulatory approach adapts the mathematical formulation of the
bone remodeling theory (Section 2.1.4) to the bone reparative phase after injury.
Briefly, the driving force for the mineralization process is the difference between
the mechanical stimulus and a reference value, so that the bone apposition rate is
reduced as tissue gets mineralized and stiffer [63]. While models adapting the bone
remodeling theory strongly focuses on the influence of porous scaffold mechanics in
the regeneration process, they also consider the contribution of variable loads and
physical activity [141].

Mechanobiological opitmization of bone scaffolds

The validation of computational models, thus the correspondence between numerical
predictions and in vivo outcomes, is an crucial requirement for their use in an
optimization workflow of the scaffold design. When applied to in vivo studies,
computational results revealed that scaffold mechanobiology can contribute to
the regenerative outcome. A mechanobiological model simulated the bone healing
process supported by titanium scaffolds loaded with a bone graft. The computational
analysis decoupled the individual effects on bone regeneration of the scaffold and
the bone graft implanted. Results showed that the osteoconduction was the most
determinant stimulatory effect of the bone graft, more than the progenitor cells
embedded [138]. The authors reported that the model predicted the bone formation
dynamics and patterning for one of the two scaffold designs tested, suggesting
that additional effects should be included to explain the in vivo differences [138].
Although the entire bone regeneration process cannot only depend on the scaffold
properties, modeling the mechanobiological interaction between the scaffold and
the host environment can identify the best design for each specific application.

Computational models evaluating the bone regeneration guided by bone scaffolds
can be introduced in an optimization workflow where scaffold designs are finely
tuned until optimal criteria are satisfied. In addition, FE analysis can test different
loading conditions, thus identifying whether the same optimal design performs
best in different applications. For example, optimizing the porosity distribution in
functionally graded scaffold showed significant variations in bone formation only
for a pure shear loading, while the regenerative outcome was almost unchanged
under compression loading [142]. Given the dynamic interaction between scaffold,
host environment and newly formed tissue, computational analyzes should consider
the temporal variation of the mechanobiological environment when evaluating the
scaffold performance. For this reason, optimization frameworks targeting the initial
mechanical stimulus as optimal criteria might fail in the identification of the most
effective scaffold during the whole regeneration process (Figure 2.18) [143].
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Figure 2.18: Computer-based methods to evaluate the mechanobiogical
performance of bone scaffolds. Finite element-based methods support the
experimental observations that reducing the stiffness of a (Continue next page)
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Figure 2.18: (Previous page.) porous scaffold increases bone formation within the
scaffold pores (image from [144]). Mechanoregulatory models of bone regeneration
directly relates bone formation to mechanical variables, such as the wall shear stress,
fluid velocity or octahedral shear strain (images from [135, 145]). Computational
models could therefore be implemented in optimization frameworks to maximize
scaffold-driven bone formation (image from [143]). However, computational models
should include the dynamic change of mechanobiological environment, which can
be achieved with biodegradable scaffolds (image from [146]).

To actively influence the mechanobiological response throughout the bone
regeneration process, degradable materials have the unique advantage of gradually
transfer mechanical loads, and thus stimuli, to the newly formed tissue. Numerical
tools evaluate the mechanical state within scaffolds undergoing degradation,
which might be related to experimental observation of weight loss and reduced
mechanical properties (Figure 2.18) [146]. As a result, computer-based methods can
simultaneously model the degradation of bone scaffolds and their mechanobiological
role in bone regeneration [147, 141]. Scaffold optimizations based on combined
degradative and regenerative models identify the initial designs and degradation
kinetics that maximize bone formation during the entire regenerative response.
Overall, computational models have the unique advantage of capturing the dynamics
of the bone regeneration process. The biological environment, loading conditions
and the mechanical properties of both the scaffold and the newly formed tissue
are continuously changing over time, thus scaffold designs should provide effective
support throughout the regenerative period (Figure 2.19). Current trends consider
computational models an essential support to mechano-biologically optimize 3D
printed bone scaffolds [148].

Figure 2.19: Mechanobiologically-optimized porous bone scaffolds Computa-
tional models simulate the temporal dependency of the mechanical and biological
requirements for scaffolds during bone regeneration. Image adapted from [148].
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2.3 Interaction between individual recipient and
bone scaffolds

Given the effect of the host characteristics on functional tissue formation, it is clear
that the natural regenerative potential of the recipient is an essential factor to
consider in the design of a TE product. The host response is extremely relevant
for in situ TE applications, even though the TE product might consist only of a
scaffold. On the one hand, scaffold optimization involves tuning properties such as
mechanical response, surface topography or functionalization. On the other hand,
the in vivo outcome of the scaffold relies on patient characteristics such as age or
comorbidities (Figure 2.20) [78].

Scaffold Signals

Cells

Scaffold properties (local) Patient characteristics (systemic)

material composition

microstructure

surface roughness

surface chemistry

degradation kinetics

mechanical properties

antigenicity

gender

age
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medication
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Figure 2.20: Factors affecting in situ tissue regeneration. The regenerative
outcome of an in situ tissue engineering product depends on the properties of the
scaffold implanted as well as the patient characteristic affecting its ability to restore
tissue functionality. Image adapted from [78].

Scaffolds have been considered as temporary replacements until tissue regeneration
occurs. They are now evolving to regenerative products that guide the endogenous
restoration, even though this transition is one of the greatest challenges for current
biomaterials [24]. The design of an in situ TE product cannot leave the analysis
of the patient-specific response out of consideration, and herein lies one of the
limitations of current TE treatments. As a consequence, the scaffold and the patient
define a unit that should be analyzed and modeled as a whole.
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2.4 Summary

This chapter has presented a detailed overview of bone architecture, healing
and regeneration with a particular focus on patient-specific solutions for bone
regeneration. In summary, bones sometimes fail to heal fractures despite
their excellent regenerative capacities, as observed in critical-size bone defects.
Autologous bone grafts are the current gold standard for large bone defects,
even though their limited availability and the associated pain for the patient call
for novel clinical treatments. In search of off-the-shelf and painless therapeutic
solutions, TE is on of the most promising strategies to augment bone repair
and regeneration. However, the clinical translation of TE products was delayed
due to the limited knowledge on the effects of the recipient and the design
parameters to the regenerative outcome. One way of overcoming the challenge of
functional bone formation is the fabrication of customized 3D printed constructs,
which relies on interconnected and tunable scaffolds to induce endogenous tissue
regeneration. Although bio-inspired designs, tuning of mechanical properties and
surface functionalizations have been shown to enhance bone regeneration of 3D
printed porous biomaterials, to date no optimization approach consider both the
scaffold and the patient characteristics as determinant factor of the final in vivo
outcome.

To address the deficit in knowledge regarding patient-specific strategies for bone
regeneration, chapter 3 examines the host mechanical contribution to the scaffold-
driven bone regeneration by means of computational modeling, while chapter 4
of this doctoral thesis investigates the use of microengineered systems for patient-
specific models of osteogenic differentiation.





Chapter 3

Scaffold regenerative potential
depends on the host and the
location-specific mechanical
environment 1

3.1 Abstract

It is well founded that the mechanical environment may regulate bone regeneration
in orthopedic applications. The purpose of this study is to investigate the mechanical
contributions of the scaffold and the host to bone regeneration, in terms of subject
specificity, implantation site and sensitivity to the mechanical environment. Using
a computational approach to model mechano-driven regeneration, bone ingrowth
in porous titanium scaffolds was simulated in the distal femur and proximal tibia
of three goats and compared to experimental results. The results showed that
bone ingrowth shifted from a homogeneous distribution pattern, when scaffolds
were in contact with trabecular bone (max local ingrowth 12.47%), to a localized
bone ingrowth when scaffolds were implanted in a diaphyseal location (max local
ingrowth 20.64%). The bone formation dynamics revealed an apposition rate of
0.37±0.28 %/day in the first three weeks after implantation, followed by limited
increase in bone ingrowth until the end of the experiment (12 weeks). According to
in vivo data, we identified one animal whose sensitivity to mechanical stimulation

1This chapter is a modified version of [149] published open access in Bone.
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was higher than the other two. Moreover, we found that the stimulus initiating bone
formation was consistently higher in the femur than in the tibia for all the individuals.
Overall, the dependence of the osteogenic response on the host biomechanics means
that, from a mechanical perspective, the regenerative potential depends on both
the scaffold and the host environment. Therefore, this work provides insights on
how the mechanical conditions of both the recipient and the scaffold contribute to
meet patient and location-specific characteristics.

3.2 Introduction

Despite the intrinsic healing capacities of bone tissue, revision arthroplasty caused
by extensive bone loss and implant mechanical loosening is a major clinical burden
[16]. The demand for total hip and knee arthroplasties is projected to reach 4
million procedures per year in the U.S. only for 2030 [17]. Improving implant
longevity is therefore important to reduce the number of revision procedures and
limit the cost for healthcare systems. The next generation of orthopedic implants
aims to guide the bone healing process and inspires innovative solutions in the field
of orthopedic regenerative medicine. In the short term, these solutions are mainly
aimed at increasing the implant lifespan by improving biological fixation, while in
the long term they are aimed at providing temporary implants that will degrade
and be fully replaced by functional host tissue [7].

Porous metallic biomaterials, fabricated via additive manufacturing (AM), were
recently proposed to address the lack of osteointegration in orthopedic implants
[93, 150]. With AM, orthopedic implants are fabricated with porous surfaces at
the bone-implant interface, acting as scaffolds that enhance the biological engraft
of the implant with the surrounding bone tissue [19, 151, 95]. Not only does a
AM-fabricated implant fit the macro-scale geometries of individual applications, but
it can also boost a regenerative response from the host [35, 23, 94]. In order to
achieve functional integration with the host tissue, the optimization of 3D printed
bone substitutes relies on, among others, the control of their mechanical properties
to bear the weight of patients and the daily loading the bone is subjected to [93].
A fine tuning of the apparent stiffness is appropriate for encouraging bone ingrowth
into porous materials, given the intrinsic relationship between mechanical stimulation
and bone adaptation [152]. AM is commonly associated to the development of
porous scaffolds matching the local bone stiffness [99, 153], although matching
bone mechanical properties leaves out relevant aspects of the relation between
mechanical stimulus and bone formation.

Firstly, the host sensitivity to mechanical stimulation has a critical impact on bone
regeneration. The impact can be severe, such that weak responders, those with
limited regenerative potential, may require permanent scaffolds for load-bearing
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applications [89]. A possible reason is the drastic alteration of the mechano-
regulated processes of bone formation and resorption that takes place with aging
[154, 87]. As a consequence, the design of porous substitutes should take into
account the variability in the host response. Secondly, the cellular response is site-
specific and within a single subject may therefore vary from bone to bone and within
the same bone. Indeed, the different parts of the skeleton experience mechanical
stimulations that varies in intensity and type, causing specific adaptations by bone
cells. Moreover, multiple biomechanical requirements are associated with specific
histomorphometrical indicators and load transfer behaviors within the same bone.
This is clearly visible in the differences in shape and proportions of trabecular
bone of a single structure, such as in the femoral neck [155] and the fibula [156].
Depending on the local history of mechanical loading, it has been proposed that
bone cells accommodate and respond differently to the same mechanical stimulation
[157]. Thus, a macroscopic mechanical analysis of the performance of a bone
substitute design needs to consider the dependence on the local biomechanical
demand. It is well established thereby that control over the mechanical requirements
of additively manufactured bone scaffolds can be potentially addressed with in silico
modeling. By testing the efficacy of topological designs for each specific use and
patient, computational algorithms are the most adequate approach to inspect the
mechanobiological potential of 3D printed scaffolds [148, 130]. An optimization
framework implementing the finite element (FE) method already verified that
the local stiffness of mechanobiologically optimized titanium scaffolds enhances
endogenous bone regeneration, but did not consider how the formation of novel
bone tissue alters the mechanical environment [144].

The implementation of phenomenological models in silico describes the influence of
mechanical forces on the adaptation or the regeneration of bone tissue [158, 133].
The simulation of bone mechano-regulation or regeneration processes can model
their dynamics, in terms of continuous variation of bone mechanical properties
[159, 148]. When applied to porous scaffolds, regeneration algorithms elucidated
the relationship between the tissue being formed within the pores and the loading
environment, as well as the mechanical benefits of a degrading scaffold during
bone formation [141, 160]. However, no previous model of mechano-driven bone
ingrowth has estimated the effect of local biomechanical demand and individual
response variability on scaffold regenerative performance. There is a need for a
wider evaluation of the mechanical interplay between scaffold and host subject.

Following the need of modeling the scaffold regenerative potential for patient-specific
applications, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the scaffold performance based
on the biomechanical contributions of both the host and the scaffold itself. It
was hypothesized that (1) local mechanical stimuli determine the distribution of
bone ingrowth inside a scaffold and that (2) inter and intra-animal variations
require subject-specific parameters to describe the local biomechanical demand
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and individual sensitivity to mechanical stimulus. Therefore, it was developed a
computational model of mechano-driven bone regeneration in porous scaffolds where
the local mechanical environment and the regenerative potential of an individual
host regulate the bone ingrowth within the scaffold pores. Mechanical properties
were constantly updated during each analysis and model parameters represented the
host reaction. The model predictions were validated by means of in vivo animal data
(goat) of bone ingrowth in 3D printed porous titanium scaffolds, where scaffolds
were inserted in distinctive implantation sites and in different recipients. This
computational model presents a subject-specific applicability on the evaluation of
the scaffold regenerative potential. From a mechanical perspective, it evaluates the
scaffold regenerative performance for each specific patient and in each implantation
site.

3.3 Materials and methods

3.3.1 Mechano-driven bone regeneration model

Mathematical formulation

Computational methods of mechano-regulation relate bone formation and/or
resorption directly to a mechanical stimulus. We define bone formation as the
process by which new bone tissue is formed by osteoblasts that differentiate from
osteoprogenitor cells. When translated to macroscopic models where bone is a
continuous material without a hierarchical structure, the mathematical formulation
of bone mechano-regulation reduced to a relation between local strain levels and
bone mineral density [141, 161, 162]. Here, we assumed that a simultaneous process
of cell invasion and a bone formation phase regulated by the mechanical stimulus
could simulate the bone regeneration process [134].
Cell invasion in the granulation domain (Figure 3.1-A) was modeled as a diffusion
process, where cell concentration c in the scaffold pores was normalized to the
maximum cell concentration (Figure 3.1-B). It had a constant value of 1 at the
bone-granulation interface and initial zero value in the scaffold pores [141]. From
the mechanical perspective, the daily strain stimulus Ψ was based on the effective
tissue microstrain ε̄, calculated from the strain energy density W and the Young’s
modulus E [163] (Figure 3.1-B). Together with the daily strain history, the strain
level described the importance of each load cycle in the mechanical stimulus [164].
Earlier studies have implemented relations between mechanical stimulus and bone
remodeling [63] to predict tissue regeneration in bone scaffolds [141]. These studies
imply that bone formation occurs for values of the mechanical stimulus above a
reference value, which could be identified with the local stimulus Ψ∗

local in the
neighboring area [165].
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the mechano-driven bone regeneration model.
(A) Representative femoral and tibial in silico models of mechano-driven bone
regeneration and detail of a scaffold-granulation unit, where the granulation tissue
filled the scaffold pores. (B) Mathematical formulation of the mechano-driven
model of bone ingrowth. The model consisted of a simultaneous process of cell
invasion and a bone formation phase regulated by the mechanical stimulus (effective
tissue microstrain), the daily load history and the mechanosensitivity of the host
(k constant). (C) Graphical display of the bone volume deposition rate proposed
in the model. It was assumed that: bone formation is proportional to mechanical
stimulus Ψ up to a maximum bone deposition rate V̇max, no bone resorption took
place for low Ψ and bone formation initiated for mechanical stimuli higher than a
fraction α of the local mechanical stimulus Ψ∗

local.

In the present model, the mathematical formulation of the bone apposition rate V̇
assumed that (1) bone formation is proportional to mechanical stimulus Ψ up to a
maximum bone deposition rate V̇max [166], (2) no bone resorption took place for
low Ψ [134] and (3) bone formation initiated for mechanical stimuli higher than
a fraction α of the local mechanical stimulus Ψ∗

local (Figure 3.1-C). Ψ∗
local was

calculated as the volume-averaged daily strain stimulus in the bone at the location
where the scaffold was placed and the immediate surrounding area, thus covering
the implant region and also the peri-implant region that is mechanically altered after
insertion of the implant [64]. The linear relationship between bone formation and
mechanical stimulus was represented by subject-specific constant of bone volume
deposition rate k. This constant represented the capacity for mechanosensation of
the single organism, thus it was a patient-specific parameter. On the other hand,
the biomechanical demand was considered to be location-based, thus Ψ∗

local and
α varied within the same organism for different implantation sites. The detailed
mathematical description of the bone regeneration model is given in Appendix A.
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Numerical implementation
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the bone regeneration algorithm. Using
a coupled thermal-stress analysis, the algorithm sequentially implemented the
concurrent processes of mechanical regulation and cell invasion described in the
bone regeneration model. By means of Abaqus UMAT and UMATHT subroutines,
cell concentration was extracted at each time step and used in the following step to
compute the bone deposition rate due to mechanical regulation. Tissue mechanical
properties were updated at the end of each step, thus changing the mechanical
stimulus at each iteration.

The mathematical model of mechano-driven bone regeneration was solved with FE
methods implemented in ABAQUS 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes, Suresnes, France). The
concurrent events of mechanical regulation and cell invasion required a sequential
solution and update during the FE analysis. The mechanical behavior of the system
was simulated with a linear stress analysis, where the material properties of the
newly formed bone were updated with a UMAT subroutine [167]. Cell invasion was
simulated by means of a heat transfer problem, where temperature represented the
non-dimensional cell concentration c and was updated with a UMATHT subroutine.
The use of a coupled thermal-stress analysis allowed the sequential implementation
of the two processes, while the user subroutines continuously updated the bone
formation process and the tissue mechanical properties (Figure 3.2). To facilitate
the model convergence in the first iterations, the initial time increment was set to
0.05 day. After, the software automatically increased the size of the subsequent
increments up to 1 day.
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3.3.2 Model application to an in vivo goat study
A B C

D

1.77mm

1.77mm

Figure 3.3: Overview of the in vivo goat study. (A) Detail of the insertion of
a 3D printed titanium scaffold in the epiphyseal location of a goat femur. Bone
ingrowth was quantified with microCT imaging in the medullary (red), middle
(purple) and periosteal (light blue) subregions of the scaffold. (B) Representative
femur and tibia showing the locations where the titanium scaffolds were implanted
within the bone. Bone ingrowth was assessed only for two scaffolds (blue, green) in
epiphyseal and one (orange) in diaphyseal location. (C) Design of the cylindrical
porous titanium scaffold fabricated by additive manufacturing as repetition of a
dodecahedron unit cell with thick struts (shown in the detail). (D) Histological
analysis confirmed the novel formation of bone tissue within the scaffold pores
after 12 weeks from surgery. Samples were stained with Stevenel’s blue (connective
tissues) and Von Gieson’s picro-fuchsin (staining bone in red).

The experimental data used to calibrate the proposed model were taken from an
unpublished animal study conducted by Materialise NV (Leuven, Belgium). Briefly,
cylindrical porous titanium scaffolds were additively manufactured and three of
them were inserted in each left femur and tibia of six goat models (Figure 3.3-A,B).
A regular porous structure (diameter 8 mm, length 12 mm, porosity 71%) was built
up of dodecahedron unit cell with thick struts (strut thickness 0.50 mm and mean
pore size 1.77 mm) and covered with a solid cap to facilitate press-fit insertion
into the bone (Figure 3.3-C). The apparent stiffness of the scaffold was 2 GPa
(Materialise data). Empty scaffolds were implanted, not pre-seeded with cells or
filled with bone graft. Three animals were euthanized at 6 weeks post-operatively,
while the other three were euthanized at 12 weeks. Computerized tomography
(CT) scanning of the goats was performed only for those euthanized 12 weeks
after implantation, thus computational models were based on their bone geometries
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Case Week Imaging Bone ingrowth quantification Pull-out

CT microCT Femoral Femoral Tibial Tibial
epiphysis diaphysis epiphysis diaphysis

1 12 × × • • • • • •

2 12 × × • • • • • •

3 12 × × • • • • • •

4 6 × • • • • • •

5 6 × • • • • • •

6 6 × • • • • • •

Table 3.1: Detailed data of the in vivo test system. Summary of the in vivo data
used to build and calibrate the computational model of bone ingrowth. 6 porous
titanium scaffolds were implanted in the distal femur (3 scaffolds) and the proximal
tibia (3 scaffolds) of 6 goats (cases), euthanized 6 or 12 weeks after implantation.
Animals euthanized at week 12 received CT scanning, which were used to build
the numerical simulations. For each animal, 2 samples were imaged by microCT
scanning to quantify bone ingrowth withing the scaffold pores in different locations
of the femur and the tibia. The shear strength of the bone-scaffold interface was
measured for 4 samples by means of a pull-out test.

(cases 1, 2 and 3 in (Table 3.1). For each animal euthanized at week 6 and 12, four
scaffolds were used to evaluate the shear strength of the bone-scaffold interface
(pull-out test), while two scaffolds were imaged ex-vivo using microCT to quantify
bone ingrowth (Table 3.1). Bone ingrowth was defined as the mineralized bone
tissue detected by the microCT scans. MicroCT scans were performed on a Phoenix
NanoTom S (GE Measurement and Control Solution, Wunstorf, Germany) at the
Department of Materials Engineering of the KU Leuven (Leuven, Belgium). The
scanner was equipped with a 180 kV/15 W high-performance nanofocus X-ray tube
and a 2304x2304 pixel Hamamatsu detector. A tungesten target was used, and the
applied voltage and current were 90 kV and 240 μA, respectively. A 0.3 mm cupper
filter was installed. Beam hardening correction was applied during reconstruction of
the cross-sectional images with Phoenix Datos|x 2.0 reconstruction software (GE
Measurement and Control Solutions). The reconstructed micro-CT dataset had an
isotropic voxel size of 6.0 μm. Later, a multi-level Otsu segmentation distinguished
between the scaffold, bone and non-mineralized tissue [168]. Finally, bone tissue
formation within the scaffold pores was studied by histological analysis and Von
Gieson’s picro-fuchsin staining (Figure 3.3-D).
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Overall, bone ingrowth after 12 weeks was assessed for the scaffolds inserted in the
femoral condyle of all three goats, thus in contact with trabecular bone (Figure
3.3-B). As for the tibiae, the scaffold in contact with more cortical bone was
analyzed in two goats. For the remaining goat, bone ingrowth was quantified in a
scaffold inserted in the tibial epiphysis (Figure 3.3-B).

3.3.3 Implementation of the finite element model

A FE model was built for modeling the in vivo goat study, simulating the femurs
and the tibiae of the three goats euthanized at 12 weeks post-operatively. The FE
model simplified host reaction immediately after scaffold implantation [169] by filling
scaffold pores with granulation tissue, thus creating a "scaffold-granulation units".
These scaffold-granulation units were inserted in the tibia or in the femur at the
specific locations extracted from CT images (Figure 3.3-B). The scaffold-granulation
units consisted of the titanium scaffolds and the granulation tissue.

FE discretization and material properties
All parts were computationally modeled with linear unstructured meshes
(4-node tetrahedral elements, C3D4 for bone and scaffold, C3D4T for granulation)
generated using automatic algorithms (Materialise 3-matic™14.0, Materialise,
Leuven, Belgium). The scaffold-granulation unit was meshed once and later inserted
in the femur or in the tibia for each simulated case.

Femur and tibia Firstly, CT images were segmented with a livewire technique
(Materialise Mimics™22.0, Materialise) to extract the femur and the tibia geometries.
Each bone model was trimmed 10 cm from the condyles and meshed with target
edge length of 1.4 mm, resulting in approximately 400.000 elements. Hounsfield
units (HU) from CT images were mapped onto the FE models [170] and a custom
algorithm was developed in the Python programming language to adjust for the
partial volume effect at the edge between cortical bone and soft tissue. The
algorithm redefined the HU at any node of the bone surface to the one of the
nearest internal node, only if the inner HU value was higher than the outer [171].

Mapping material properties on FE models means transforming HU from CT
images to mineral density values in the FE model. The empirical density–elasticity
relationship was expressed in terms of the apparent density (ρapp, which is just ρ in
this document) [172], although CT scans provide only information about the bone
mineral content, i.e. radiological density (ρQCT ). Therefore, the workflow used to
map material properties consisted of two main assumptions [173]:

• ρQCT (radiological density) was assumed equal to ash density (ρash);

• the ρash / ρapp ratio of 0.6 was used to calculate ρapp from ρash [174].
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Figure 3.4: Bone material mapping. CT images Hounsfield units (HU) were
mapped onto the FE models, which were later pseudo-calibrated to transform HU
into apparent density. Finally, bone material properties were assigned based on a
continuous relationship between apparent density and modulus for ovine bone taken
from the literature [99].

Consequently, the procedure to extract material properties was adapted as follows:

• HU were sampled from CT-scans of the goat;

• HU were converted to ρQCT , assumed equal to ρash, using a linear pseudo-
calibration;

• ρQCT = ρash was converted to ρapp using the 0.6 ratio;

• ρapp = ρ was ultimately converted to Young’s modulus using a referenced
relationships [99].
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In summary, after transforming HU into apparent density [175], bone material
properties were assigned based on a continuous relationship between apparent
density and Young’s modulus for ovine bone taken from the literature [99] (Figure
3.4). In the FE analysis, femur and tibia were modeled as a linear elastic material,
where Young’s modulus was determined from the density-modulus relationship and
Poisson’s ratio was set to 0.3 [175].
Scaffold-granulation unit The cylindrical titanium scaffold was uniformly meshed,
with a maximum edge length of 0.55 mm. The porous domain within the scaffold
was considered the granulation tissue of the model. Starting from a cylinder
matching the titanium scaffold size, the granulation tissue domain was determined
as a non-manifold assembly, with the titanium scaffold as intersecting entity. In this
way, the two parts shared nodes and element surfaces at their interface. Each pair
of nodes was constrained to have identical displacement (tie-constraint), ensuring
matching scaffold and tissue displacements at their interface.

Fine

300 �m

500.000 elements

Regular

550 �m

270.000 elements

Extra Fine

240 �m

1.000.000 elements

Middle Periosteal

Figure 3.5: Influence of mesh size on numerical predictions. (A) Representative
mesh of femoral in silico model and section detail of the scaffold-granulation unit.
(B) The maximum edge length and the final number of elements are indicated below
each mesh tested for the granulation domain. Prediction errors of bone ingrowth
were computed with respect to the outcome of the extra fine mesh. The fine mesh
was the only one with prediction errors lower than 5% in all subregions.

After investigating three different mesh sizes, the granulation volume was meshed
with a maximum edge length of 0.3 mm, so that the titanium-granulation unit
constituted a cylindrical part of approximately 630.000 elements to subtract from the
bone (Figure 3.5). Both the scaffold and the granulation tissue parts were modeled
as linear elastic materials. For the titanium alloy, a Young’s modulus of 104 GPa
(Materialise data) and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 were used. For the granulation tissue,
the mechanical properties followed the continuous relationship between apparent
density and Young’s modulus used for the femur and the tibia, with initial bone
density ρinitial set to 0.001 g/cm3, and Poisson’s ratio set to 0.3.
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Figure 3.6: Boundary and loading conditions of the finite element model of
bone regeneration. Boundary conditions were applied to the blue surfaces, while
loading conditions to the orange regions. (A) Granulation tissue. The boundary
condition of the thermal analysis was applied at the granulation-bone interface,
assuming a constant and maximum normalized cell concentration. (B) Knee joint.
The displacement of a 5 mm radius area around the knee center was set to zero
along the antero-posterior (A-P) and the axial directions (Ax). The total forces are
distributed over the contact areas of the patella and the condyles. (C) Boundary
conditions on the distal femur and proximal tibia.

Cell invasion Cell invasion of the scaffold pores was implemented as a thermal
diffusion process from the surrounding bone tissue, where the normalized cell
concentration was maximum. Thus, the temperature of the surface nodes at the
bone-granulation interface was set to 1 during the analysis. The bone-granulation
interface comprised the cylindrical surface of the scaffold (Figure 3.6-A) as well as
the flat surface on the medullary side of the scaffold (Figure 3.3). Conversely, cell
diffusion was obstructed from the flat surface on the periosteal side of the scaffold,
where the scaffold had a solid cap used for the press-fit insertion.

Mechanical loading The anatomical landmarks of the hip, ankle and knee centers,
as well as the centers of the condyles and the tibal plateaus, were identified in
each femur and tibia [176]. Boundary and loading conditions were applied in a new
co-ordinate system based on the femur [177] or the tibia [178] landmarks (Figure 3.6-
B,C). In the model, loads were applied to the condylar surfaces (Figure 3.6-B), while
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Figure 3.7: Effects of displacement constraints in the finite element model.
(A) Representative femoral in silico model showing that absolute displacements
were below 1 mm throughout the model. (B) Strain energy density (SED) output
of a finite element model with uniform mechanical properties of the femur (Young’s
modulus of 1 GPa, Poisson ratio of 0.3) and comparison with bone mineral density
mapping extracted from CT images.

boundary conditions were applied to both the trimmed diaphyses and the knee centers
of the femur and tibia (Figure 3.6-C). The application of displacement constraints
at both ends of a long bone produces physiological deformation and minimizes
reaction forces at the constrained nodes [179]. For this reason, displacements along
the axial and the antero-posterior directions of a 5 mm radius area around the knee
center were set to zero, similarly to the physiological boundary conditions applied
in a previous femur model [179]. Moreover, displacements were fully constrained to
zero in four nodes of the trimmed surfaces, while all other nodes of the trimmed
surface had only their axial displacement constrained to zero (Figure 3.6-C). In this
way, all absolute displacements throughout the model were below 1mm (Figure
3.7).

Contact forces were based on experimental studies in ovine models quantifying the
total force at the knee joint during a gait cycle [180, 181]. Forces were scaled to
the animal body weights (Table 3.2). The distribution of the total knee contact
force over the contact areas was based on the force distribution as determined by a
validated musculoskeletal model of a human knee while squatting [182]. According
to the musculoskeletal model, forces were divided over the contact areas of the
patella and the condyles, while in the tibia they were divided over the tibial plateaus
(Table 3.2) [182]. Bone remodeling and regeneration algorithms commonly use
peak loadings during walking to quantify mechanical stimulation [63, 183, 134],
which corresponds to 60◦ of knee flexion in the ovine gait cycle [180]. Therefore,
total knee joint forces were distributed based on the proportions between medial
and lateral contact forces measured in the musculoskeletal model at the position of
60◦ of flexion [182].
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Femur PATELLA MEDIAL COND. LATERAL COND.

Case Age BW Axial A-P M-L Axial A-P M-L Axial A-P M-L

1 2.8 72 554 -680 25 605 815 3 367 369 -66
2 3.7 65 500 -614 22 547 736 3 332 333 -60
3 2.8 58.5 450 -553 20 492 662 2 298 300 -54

Tibia MEDIAL PLAT. LATERAL PLAT.

Case Age BW Axial A-P M-L Axial A-P M-L

1 2.8 72 -1009 -91 73 -511 -118 14
2 3.7 65 -911 -82 -66 -461 -107 13
3 2.8 58.5 -820 -74 59 -415 96 12

Table 3.2: Summary of the loading conditions applied on the femur and the
tibia. Knee joint forces were scaled to the body weight and distributed over the
different contact areas of the femur and the tibia. Forces were distributed over
the patella and the condyles for the femurs and over the tibial plateaus for the
tibiae. All forces were applied along the axial, the antero-posterior (A-P) and the
medio-lateral (M-L) directions. Body weights (BW) are in kg, age is expressed as
years at the beginning of the in vivo experiment, while all forces are in N.

3.3.4 Post-processing finite element output
Local daily strain stimulus The local daily strain stimulus Ψ∗

local was calculated
first in the neighboring area of the bone scaffold. Before each remodeling analysis,
the daily strain stimulus Ψ was measured for all femur elements within a cylinder of
8 mm radius and 16 mm length centered on the scaffold-granulation unit. Ψ∗

local

was then computed as a weighted average, with the element volumes as weights.

In silico microCT and bone ingrowth assessment The computational model
included all scaffolds implanted in each animal to properly account for each
scaffold’s effect on the local mechanical environment. However, only the numerical
predictions of the microCT imaged scaffolds were analyzed and used to calibrate
the computational model. In order to quantitively compare numerical predictions
with in vivo experimental measurements, the simulation outputs were processed
similarly to in vivo data [99], thus an Otsu thresholding algorithm separated the
non-mineralized tissue from the newly formed bone in the granulation tissue. The
identification of a medullary, middle and periosteal subregion within the granulation
tissue (length 3.5 mm each) led to the bone ingrowth assessment, as performed
in the in vivo procedure. The periosteal subregion was the closest to the external
surface of the bone, while the medullary subregion was the furthest (Figure 3.3).
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3.3.5 Parameter estimation

The constant of bone volume deposition rate k and the reduction factor α, introduced
in the mathematical model of bone regeneration, are directly associated with
physiological quantities. They represent the mechano-sensitivity of the organism
and the reduction of the reference stimulus initiating bone formation in the peri-
implant region, respectively. Therefore, model calibration comprised identifying a
subject-specific k and a location-specific α that minimized the difference between
computational and in vivo experimental results. The factor α was investigated
in the range (1, 100) [%], since it was a reducing factor of the local reference
strain stimulus. The constant k was investigated in the range (1·10-5, 9·10-4) [% ·
µstrains-1 · day-1], which included the values of similar parameters used for bone
regeneration [141] and remodeling [184] models (Table 3.3). When calibrating the
model, the residual sum of squares (RSS) were first calculated for all numerical
outcomes. When calibrating the model, the residual sum of squares (RSS) were first
calculated for all numerical outcomes. Since α was a location-specific parameter,
we determined the values of α that minimized the RSS for each value of k. Next,
samples were grouped by recipient and we determined the value of k that minimized
the RSS for the whole recipient. Therefore, both α and k were determined by
minimizing of the RSS. On the one hand, the determination of α allowed intra-
subject variation. On the other hand, the determination of k required that it was
the same for samples within the same subject.

The diffusion constant D indicates the migration at which the host cells invade
the granulation domain. Given that D represented the whole cell population, the
mechano-driven model of bone regeneration was calibrated with D set to 0.01
mm2/day, representing the midpoint of the range of diffusion constants used in a
previous bioregulatory model of bone healing [185]. By way of sensitivity analysis,
the computation was then repeated with D set to 0.1 and 0.001 mm2/day. Table
3.4 shows the remaining model parameters used in the FE analysis.
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Bone volume deposition rate

k
%

[
mm3

bone

mm3
tissue

]
µstrains · day

1 · 10−5 1.25 · 10−5 1.50 · 10−5 1.75 · 10−5 2 · 10−5 2.25 · 10−5 2.5 · 10−5 2.75 · 10−5 3 · 10−5

3.25 · 10−5 3.50 · 10−5 3.75 · 10−5 4 · 10−5 4.25 · 10−5 4.5 · 10−5 4.75 · 10−5 5 · 10−5 5.25 · 10−5

5.50 · 10−5 5.75 · 10−5 6 · 10−5 6.25 · 10−5 6.5 · 10−5 6.75 · 10−5 7 · 10−5 7.25 · 10−5 7.50 · 10−5

7.75 · 10−5 8 · 10−5 8.25 · 10−5 8.5 · 10−5 8.75 · 10−5 9 · 10−5 9.25 · 10−5 9.5 · 10−5 9.75 · 10−5

1 · 10−4 1.25 · 10−4 1.50 · 10−4 1.75 · 10−4 2 · 10−4 2.25 · 10−4 2.5 · 10−4 2.75 · 10−4 3 · 10−4

3.25 · 10−4 3.50 · 10−4 3.75 · 10−4 4 · 10−4 4.25 · 10−4 4.5 · 10−4 4.75 · 10−4 5 · 10−4 5.25 · 10−4

5.50 · 10−4 5.75 · 10−4 6 · 10−4 6.25 · 10−4 6.5 · 10−4 6.75 · 10−4 7 · 10−4 7.25 · 10−4 7.50 · 10−4

7.75 · 10−4 8 · 10−4 8.25 · 10−4 8.5 · 10−4 8.75 · 10−4 9 · 10−4 9.25 · 10−4 9.5 · 10−4 9.75 · 10−4

Reduction factor
α [%]

1 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 25 30 35
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 90 95 100

Table 3.3: Range of parameters tested for fitting the in vivo bone ingrowth results. The constant of bone volume
deposition rate k and the reduction factor α represent the mechano-sensitivity of the organism and the reduction of the
reference stimulus initiating bone formation, respectively.
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Parameter Description Value Unit Ref

ρinitial Initial bone mineral density 0.001 g

cm3 -

D Diffusion constant 0.01 mm2

day

range
in [185]

m Daily strain history parameter 4 adim [63]

N Number of loading cycles 10’000 cycles

day
[186]

V̇max Maximum bone deposition rate 4 %
day

adapted
from [166]

ρmax Maximum bone mineral density 1.6 g

cm3 [99]

Table 3.4: Finite element parameters of the bone regeneration algorithm.

3.3.6 Temporal evolution of bone ingrowth

Bone ingrowth predictions were computed at each time increment of the numerical
analysis and the temporal evolution was defined for the whole period simulated (12
weeks). As for the in vivo data, bone ingrowth was assessed for samples located in
the femoral epiphysis of all goats, while in the tibiae two scaffold were in contact
with compact bone and another one was in contact with trabecular bone (3.3-B,C)).
In the in vivo data, bone ingrowth was quantified in both groups euthanized at
different timepoints (6 and 12 weeks). Numerical predictions were computed for
the experimental group euthanized at week 12, and the temporal evolution of the
bone ingrowth was compared to experimental data at 6 and 12 weeks.

3.3.7 Statistics

The Python programming language was used to run all the statistical analyses.
Repeated measures correlation (rmcorr) was used to compare numerical predictions
of bone ingrowth in each subregion to the experimental data, since the assumption
of error independence between observations was violated for predictions within
the same recipient [187]. The repeated measures correlation coefficient rrm and
its 95% confidence interval (CI) were used as measure of goodness of fit of the
computational model.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 In vivo bone ingrowth in distal femur and proximal tibia

After 12 weeks from surgery, bone formation mostly occurred in the outer pores
of the scaffold for all samples, with limited ingrowth in the core (Figure 3.8) and
different distribution depending on the anatomical location. When implanted in vivo,
scaffolds in contact with trabecular bone (Figure 3.10, green and blue scaffolds)
had a homogeneous bone ingrowth distribution throughout the medullary, the
middle and the periosteal subregions. Conversely, close to the tibial diaphysis bone
ingrowth was substantially shifted in the periosteal subregion (Figure 3.10, orange
scaffolds). Moreover, a single animal (case 1) had both the highest periosteal
bone ingrowth for the scaffold in contact with compact bone and the highest mean
bone ingrowth for the scaffold in contact with trabecular bone (Figure 3.10-B,
left column). Bone ingrowth was also quantified in the femoral epiphysis for a
different group of recipients euthanized 6 weeks after surgery. Bone ingrowths did
not markedly differ at weeks 6 and 12 in any subregion (Figure 3.14).

3.4.2 In silico computerized tomography

Based on the normalized tissue density histogram at the end of the computational
analysis, the Otsu’s segmentation determined an optimal density threshold of
0.251±0.068 g/cm3 to separate two tissue types, leading to the identification of the
newly formed bone in the scaffold pores (Figure 3.8-B). In addition, the apparent
density of the newly formed bone after the last iteration covered the ranges of both
trabecular bone (ρ < 0.8 g/cm3) and the one separating trabecular from cortical
bone (0.8< ρ <1.2 g/cm3) (Figure 3.8-B) Similarly to the analysis of the in vivo
data, medullary, middle and periosteal subregions were defined in the granulation
tissue to assess bone ingrowth distribution (Figure 3.8-C,D).
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Figure 3.8: In silico microCT. (A) Representative microCT image of bone forming
within the defect located in the goat femoral epiphysis (case 1) at the end of the in
vivo experiment (12 weeks) and in silico microCT image of the comparable location
in the computational model of bone regeneration. (B) Left - Normalized count of
elements in the granulation tissue of the in silico model at the end of the simulation.
Dash line represents the Otsu’s threshold used to separated the mineralized part of
the granulation domain from the not-mineralized one. (Continue next page)
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Figure 3.8: (Previous page.) Right - in silico CT rendering of the bone ingrowth
into the porous scaffold. (C) Location of the defect in the goat femoral epiphysis
simulated in the in silico model and detail of the granulation domain (pink) with the
medullary (red), middle (purple) and periosteal (light blue) subregions highlighted.
(D) Representative In vivo and in silico microCT slices of the medullary, middle and
periosteal subregions where bone is labeled in yellow and metal is labeled in green.

3.4.3 In silico predictions of bone ingrowth in distal femur and
proximal tibia

The distribution of simulated mechano-driven bone ingrowth inside each scaffold
correlated closely to the experimental data (rrm = 0.90, 95% CI [0.72, 0.96],
Supplementary Material - Figure S5). Experimental and simulated ingrowth both
showed a clear dependence on the anatomical location (Figure 3.10-B), which
corresponded to different distributions of the mechanical stimulus within the scaffold
pores at implantation time (Figure 3.11). Compared to experimental results, the
model slightly overestimated the ingrowth in the medullary region for scaffolds
in contact with trabecular bone (mean ingrowth 8.74±5.74 % vs. 7.43±3.87 %,
Figure 3.10-B, green and blue scaffolds).

Figure 3.9: Repeated measure correlation (rmcorr). Results for predicted (in
silico) and experimental (in vivo) bone ingrowth data. Each dot represents bone
ingrowth data in one of the medullary, middle and periosteal subregion of the
scaffolds implanted in the left femurs and the tibiae of three different goats (cases).
Observation from the same animal are given the same color, with lines showing the
individual rmcorr.
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Figure 3.10: Mechano-driven regeneration predicted bone ingrowth
distribution in different scaffold locations. Bone ingrowth was assessed in
six different scaffolds inserted into the left femurs and the tibiae of three different
goats (cases) after 12 weeks from implantation. (A) Representative femur and tibia
models showing the epiphyseal (blue, green) and diaphyseal (orange) locations of
the titanium bone scaffolds. The scaffolds were simulated with the finite element
model of mechano-driven bone regeneration. Three-dimensional view of the porous
titanium scaffolds (gray) with the medullary (red), middle (purple) and periosteal
(light blue) subregions highlighted. (B) Bone ingrowth comparison between in vivo
and in silico models.
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Figure 3.11: Local mechanical environment within the bone scaffolds at
implantation time. Representative sections of the granulation domains at
implantation time. Sections show the spatial distribution of the mechanical stimulus
variable used in the mechano-driven model of bone regeneration (daily strain stimulus
Ψ).

Scaffolds inserted close to the diaphysis consistently showed higher bone ingrowth
in the periosteal subregion when tuning the individual parameters k and α (Figure
3.12) and when changing the diffusion constant D (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.12: Effect of tuning the constant of bone volume deposition k and
the reduction factor α in the mechano-driven model of bone regeneration.
Each row shows the variability in the bone ingrowth outcome (Continue next page)
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Figure 3.12: (Previous page) predicted in the medullary, middle and periosteal
subregions of a porous titanium bone scaffold when tuning k and α within a
predefined range. Six scaffolds were analyzed, two per goat (case). In vivo data of
bone ingrowth in each subregion (dashed line in the plot) was used to estimate both
k and α for each specific case and implantantion site. Parameters were selected
based on the minimization of the residual sum of squares (RSS).

Figure 3.13: Effect of changing the diffusion constant D in the mechano-
driven model of bone regeneration. Bone ingrowth was assessed in six different
scaffolds inserted on the left femurs and the tibiae (Continue next page)
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Figure 3.13: (Previous page) of three different goats (cases) after 12 weeks from
implantation. Scaffolds were implanted in the epiphyseal (blue, green) and diaphyseal
(orange) locations and bone ingrowth was quantified in the medullary (red), middle
(purple) and periosteal (light blue) subregions. The mechano-driven model of bone
regeneration was first calibrated while setting a cell diffusion constant D of 0.01
mm2/day. Later, the computational analysis was repeated using a higher and a
lower value of D, to covered the whole range of diffusion constants [185].

The temporal evolution of predicted bone ingrowth highlighted a sharp increase
in the first 3 weeks after implantation, during which the mean apposition rate for
all scaffolds was 0.37±0.28 %/day (Figure 3.14). After that, bone ingrowth in all
samples exhibited a plateau in all scaffold subregions, with a slight underestimation
compared to the experimental data in the middle and periosteal subregions. Bone
ingrowth was mostly observed in the outer pores of the scaffolds, while it was
limited in the scaffold core (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14: The temporal evolution of bone ingrowth in porous titanium
scaffolds revealed limited increase in bone ingrowth after 3 weeks from
implantation. Temporal evolution of the bone ingrowth in the medullary, middle
and periosteal regions of titanium porous scaffolds inserted in the femoral epiphysis
of goat animal models. Comparison between in silico (dashes) and in vivo (points)
results. Point plots and dashed lines denote the mean of n=3 samples, with error
bars and error bands representing 95% of confidence interval.

Figure 3.15: Novel formation of bone tissue in the outer scaffold pores. (A)
Representative histological images and (B) numerical predictions showed bone tissue
formation within the scaffold pores after 12 weeks from surgery. Both in vivo and
in silico data reported limited bone ingrowth in the scaffold core. Scale bar, 20mm.
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3.4.4 Individual and local biomechanical demands

Figure 3.16: Individual model parameters identified a stronger responder to
mechanical stimulation and a mechanical stimulus initiating bone formation
that varied among different implantation sites. Individual parameters of the
mechano-driven model of bone regeneration applied to the three case studied. (A)
Location-specific parameters. The local reference stimulus Ψ∗

local was normalized
by the body weight (BW) of each animal. Together with the reduction factor
α, they were location-dependent and denoted the biomechanical demand of the
peri-implant environment, while α ·Ψ∗

local defined the mechanical stimulus triggering
bone formation. (B) Subject-specific parameter. The constant of bone volume
deposition k denoted the subject’s mechano-regulatory potential.

By fitting experimental results, the in silico model estimated a constant of bone
volume deposition rate k in the range of [6, 10] 10-5 %· µstrains-1 ·day-1, where the
highest constant corresponded to the recipient reporting the highest bone ingrowths
in both the femoral epiphysis and the tibial diaphysis (case 1, Figure 3.16-B).
Moreover, the local reference stimulus Ψ∗

local ranged from 35 to 120 µstrains/kg,
depending on the implantation site and the animal. It was consistently higher in
the femur than in the tibia for all three cases simulated, with higher magnitudes
corresponding to higher body weights (Figure 3.16). As for the reduction factor α,
the model identified comparable values for different scaffold locations within each
recipient. It ranged from 45 % to 65 % for both femoral and tibial locations of
cases 2 and 3, while it was 20 % and 10 % for the femoral and tibial location of
case 1, respectively (Figure 3.16-A). As a result, the mechanical stimulus triggering
bone formation, which was the product of Ψ∗

local and α, had the opposite trend of
the constant of bone ingrowth k: bone formation was triggered at lower values of
mechanical stimulus in recipients with higher k (Figure 3.16-A).
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3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Mechano-driven regeneration predicts bone ingrowth
distribution

The in silico model presented here revealed that a regenerative process purely based
on mechanical stimulation predicts the bone ingrowth distributions, penetration
depths as well as the bone formation dynamics observed in vivo when porous
titanium bone scaffolds were implanted in different recipients and implantation sites.
The model outcome indicated different mechanical states when the same scaffold
architecture was implanted in the diaphyseal or in the epiphyseal location (Figure
3.11).

Compared to in vivo data, medullary bone formation in the epiphyseal subregion was
slightly higher whereas middle and periosteal bone formation in the same location
were lower, which might be related to a wider surface in direct contact with bone
tissue and aspirate bone marrow for the medullary subregion. The higher (but
not significant) mean bone ingrowth was also observed in vivo both at 6 and 12
weeks in the medullary region (Figure 3.14). Therefore, the computational model
predicted both the in vivo trends of slightly higher bone ingrowth in the medullary
subregion for the epiphyseal location and the significantly higher bone ingrowth in
the periosteal subregion for the diaphyseal location.

The two different mechanical environments of the epiphyseal and diaphyseal
implantation sites are the result of the adaptation of long bones. Indeed, on
the one hand diaphysis adapted to bending and some torsional loadings [188]. On
the other hand, the presence of cancellous bone confers epiphyses a shock absorbing
function, homogeneously distributing their load throughout their volume [155].

These results suggest that different biomechanical demands on the epiphyseal and
the diaphyseal locations of a long bone induce distinctive bone ingrowth distributions
for the same scaffold microarchitecture. The use of the in silico approach revealed
the regulatory role of the mechanical environment on the scaffold performance.

3.5.2 Mechanics limits complete bone formation within the
scaffold pores

The use of an automatic algorithm to segment the bone tissue in the granulation
domain resembled the common procedure applied with in vivo samples (Figure 3.8).
Bone density thresholds in the in silico results were around 0.25 g/cm3, which is
comparable to the lower range of apparent density in trabecular bone specimens
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[99]. By applying the same automatic thresholding technique, the computational
model reached threshold values similar to the in vivo cases, strengthening the use of
such mechano-regulatory theory to capture the dynamics of bone formation within
the scaffold pores. Moreover, the mean bone volume deposition rate in the first
three weeks after implantation was 0.37 %/day, corresponding to a bone apposition
rate of 3.7 µm/day for a bone surface of 1 mm2. Such a bone apposition rate is
comparable to the one of 1-2 µm/day observed in osteoids [189].

The analysis of the temporal evolution of bone ingrowth suggested that further
deposition was not expected within the scaffolds pores. As bone started forming,
the increase in the material properties led to a steady decrease of the mechanical
stimulus, thus a reduction in the bone apposition rate. Mechanical stimulation in
the scaffold core never reached the threshold value initiating bone formation, which
suggests that the scaffold core was mechanically shielded by the newly forming
bone in the outer pores. Thus, bone ingrowth was limited to the outer pores of
the scaffold (Figure 3.15). Once mechanical stimulation was also lower than the
reference value in the outer pores, new bone tissue formation stopped entirely. In
silico predictions estimated that the bone ingrowth plateau started 3 weeks after
implantation, which might explain the similar values of in vivo bone ingrowth at 6
and 12 weeks (Figure 3.14). Similarly, Chen et al. reported increasing mean bone
ingrowth for porous titanium in ovine model up to 4 weeks. After 4 weeks, bone
ingrowth did not increase until the last timepoint of the study (12 weeks) [190].

In general, the use of computational modeling in this study was essential for revealing
information about the dynamic interaction between scaffold and host. Investigating
the temporal evolution of bone ingrowth in vivo is expensive and has ethical concerns
since it requires different animals for each timepoint, while the in silico model has
no such concerns. Moreover, it provided a mechanical explanation of the limited
bone penetration depth and the plateauing of bone ingrowth. Even though the
model was only fit to results from the end of each experiment, it was still able to
predict the limited bone ingrowth gain from the earlier timepoint.

3.5.3 Subject- and location-specific parameters model host
mechano-response

Fitting experimental results is not only a successful strategy to calibrate an in silico
model but, more importantly, it is decisive in extracting physiologically relevant
information from the numerical analysis.

The parameter of bone volume deposition rate k represents the host capacity to
form novel bone tissue based on mechanical stimulation. In the present model the
identification of the optimal parameters for each simulation led to similar values
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of k for cases 2 and 3, while a higher value of k was found for case 1 (Figure
3.16-B). Correspondingly, case 1 reported the highest absolute bone ingrowths in
both the femur and the tibia (Figure 3.10-B). The higher regenerative potential
of this subject was captured by the in silico model, both in terms of total bone
ingrowth and mechanosensitivity.

The model consistently showed higher local surrounding stimulus Ψ∗
local for the

femoral location in all cases studied, suggesting that the stimulus triggering bone
ingrowth in the femur was higher compared to the tibia. Bone adaptation to
a local mechanical state might take into account that bone cells adapt to each
characteristic state. Results presented here are consistent with the finding that
instead of a single value throughout the skeleton, the minimum effective strain
threshold is expected to vary locally depending on the loading environment, which
defines the local biomechanical demand [157].

Best fits of the in silico model were obtained for values of the reduction factor of
the reference stimulus α around 50 % for cases 2 and 3, while its value was below
20% for case 1 (Figure 3.10-B). From a biological perspective, the model suggested
that bone formation within the scaffold pores was triggered by a fraction of the
mechanical stimulus in the surrounding tissue. An earlier study combining in vivo
experimental data with a FE analysis of the local tissue mechanics, confirmed the
alteration of the remodeling rules around a titanium implant. The authors reported
bone started to form for mechanical stimuli 66% lower than those observed far from
the implant [64].

Variability in the mechano-regulatory capacity of each subject depends on multiple
factors, such as aging [87] or physical exercise [191]. More in general, the inherent
variation between patients deeply affects the clinical outcome of regenerative
products [86]. This source of variability is normally underestimated in preclinical
models, where typically a small number of young, healthy animals are studied. The
same issue arises with in silico models, which are commonly calibrated on single or
ideal subjects [192].

The present study provides a mechanical interpretation of the response variability
between individual recipients. By modeling the host mechanical response with a
subject and a location specific parameter, bone formation within porous scaffolds
was predicted, showing that the scaffold osteointegration cannot depend on its
mechanical properties alone.
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3.5.4 The mechanobiological potential of the host-scaffold
unit

Taken together, results indicate the essential role of host mechanical environment
and mechano-sensitivity in the process of bone ingrowth into a porous bone scaffold.
Scaffolds with the same microarchitecture exhibited different bone ingrowth patterns
when inserted in a diaphyseal or in epiphyseal location, which was associated with
a diverse mechanical demand of the local environment. Interestingly, the in silico
model facilitated determining a host-specific mechano-sensitivity, whose effects led
to different bone ingrowth outcomes between recipients even though the scaffold
was implanted at identical locations. The use of a mechano-based model also
revealed specific aspects of the bone ingrowth dynamics, showing for instance
that most of the increase in bone ingrowth occurred within the first 6 weeks after
implantation. Similarly to the concept of the bone-healing unit, which produces a
dynamic physiological response based on its biological and mechanical environment
[193], the mechanical factor in the bone regeneration process depends on the
dynamic interaction between the scaffold and the host mechanical environment,
which combines the local tissue strain with anatomical location-dependent habitual
strain levels and host-dependent strain sensitivity. Therefore, from a mechanical
perspective, the combination of host and scaffold defines a mechanobiological unit
contributing to the final scaffold regenerative potential.

Modeling the host response to the implantation of an additively manufactured porous
material has direct implications on its design. Current patient-specific implants
mainly aim to provide a tailored geometry and often include a porous metallic surface
to improve their osteointegration, but they do not vary the mechanical properties of
the porous surface depending on the specific implant location or the host regenerative
potential. Scaffolds with lower apparent modulus enhance bone regeneration,
although they must be stiff enough to ensure strength against mechanical failure
[144]. Translated to the in vivo study analyzed, it is likely that a scaffold with a
lower apparent modulus in the core would have improved bone formation (Figure
3.15). In search of an optimal apparent modulus, degradable biomaterials or
scaffolds with stiffness gradients are two potential approaches to reduce the scaffold
apparent modulus and improve its mechanobiological performance. On the one
hand, degradable scaffolds reduce mechanical properties over time [194], thus they
gradually increase the strain throughout the scaffold pores. On the other hand,
scaffold architecture can be finely tuned [195] to maximize both bone regeneration
and scaffold stability, for example by designing lower apparent modulus where
the bone tissue is likely to be formed while keeping the apparent modulus higher
where bone formation is unlikely to happen. However, patients with lower response
to mechanical stimulation might be insensitive to stiffness gradients and would
probably need nondegradable scaffolds [89]. Therefore, a subject-specific model
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of mechano-driven bone regeneration could identify which patients benefit from a
degradable scaffold or from a scaffold with a stiffness gradient or from a combination
of both.

From a pragmatic perspective, the definition of the local biomechanical demand could
rely on patient-specifc models comprising bone mechanical properties, kinematic
data and musculoskeletal load [196], while the clinical assessment of the individual
mechano-sensitivity still requires further investigation. For example, the influence
of the genome on bone mechano-responsiveness, already reported for inbred strains
of mice [197], suggests that genetic diversity among patients might be associated
to their individual mechano-sensitivity [198]. In addition, estrogen deficiency is
another factor that impairs the bone cell mechano-sensation [199, 200]. Therefore,
mechano-sensitivity in computational models of mechano-driven bone regeneration
might be correlated to the circulating estrogen levels, which are lower for female
postmenopausal patients. Overall, the definition of a mechanobiologically-based
approach, including individual estimates of the local biomechanical demand and
mechano-sensitivity, would get closer to the specific needs of each recipient and
facilitate endogenous bone formation.

3.5.5 Limitations

The use of FE methods is a well established procedure to define the bone mechanical
state in different applications [201, 174, 202]. However, the mechano-driven model
of bone regeneration used some assumptions that should be justified in line with
the final conclusions here obtained.

Firstly, although the total forces applied on both the femurs and the tibiae were
measured at the knee joint of ovine models, the distribution of mechanical loads
over the femoral or tibial surfaces relied on a musculoskeletal model of a human
knee while squatting. This chioce was motivated by the absence of studies reporting
the distribution of loading over the medial and lateral condyles in the knee joint
for ovine animals during a gait analysis, and a model of the human knee was
used because of its similarity to the ovine knee joint. Moreover, the present study
considered mechanical loads proportional to the recipient body weight, while the
loading history was assumed to be the same for all individuals. Nonetheless, activity
levels following experimental interventions may vary between individuals [88]. Thus,
future mechano-driven models of bone regeneration should include experimental in
vivo studies tracking movement and activity for each subject.

Secondly, the regeneration model assumes that bone is the only tissue that could form
within the scaffold pores. When micromotion occurs at the bone-scaffold interface,
fibrous tissue could form and impair osteointegration [203]. However, at the start
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of the animal experiment, scaffolds were inserted through press-fitting, limiting
micromotion at the bone-scaffold interface. Therefore, fibrous tissue formation was
neglected in this study, although micromotion and eventual fibrous tissue formation
should be modeled when the mechanical stability of the bone-scaffold interface
is not guaranteed [204]. As for the properties of the newly formed bone tissue,
the hierarchical structure of the tissue was replaced by a homogeneous material
with equivalent linear elastic properties [63]. In addition, the model assumed
that fully developed bone tissue is formed after deposition [63]. As a result, the
model did not include any analysis of the bone histomorphometry, although the
efficacy of bone scaffolds is directly related to the quality of the newly formed bone.
Differences in the apposition of mature lamellar bone have been recently reported
for compliant and stiffer scaffolds, but variations in the final bone quality (e.g.
woven-to-lamellar bone transition) corresponded to differences in the mechanical
properties and final bone ingrowth [89]. Therefore, the model presented here cannot
predict the histomorphometry of the regenerated bone tissue, but it can compare
the global regenerative performance of different bone scaffolds for a patient-specific
application, as well as the global performance of the same scaffold for different
implantation sites.

Thirdly, the present model neither includes the initial cascade of immune events
following implantation [169] nor the effect of precise bioregulatory factors on bone
regeneration. Factors as the level of oxygen tension and angiogenesis can be more
determinant to the osteogenic or chondrogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs) than mechanical stimulation [205]. In view of predicting progenitor
cell fate, in silico models implementing bioregulatory factors have been extensively
applied in the field of bone regeneration, with a strong focus on bone fracture
healing processes [206, 131]. However, the objective of this study was to isolate the
mechanobiological problem of bone ingrowth into a porous scaffold and evaluate the
influence of both the scaffold and the recipient. By reducing the cellular invasion
process to a diffusion process coupled to mechano-driven regeneration, it was
defined a simplified system compared to the real conditions, but with the unique
advantage of revealing the importance of mechanical stimuli in bone regeneration,
which provided a biophysical interpretation of the results presented here.

Furthermore, one additional limitation regards the in vivo data used to calibrate
the model. The animal study was not designed to address the objectives of this
work, thus relevant data that could strengthen the model calibration was never
collected, such as CT scans of animals euthanized 6 weeks after surgery or a
larger number of samples and locations where bone ingrowth was assessed. On the
one hand, to demonstrate an absolute relationship between mechanical stimulus
and bone ingrowth distribution, scaffolds should have been tested in the same
implantation site while undergoing different loading conditions. On the other hand,
only recent in vivo studies highlighted the importance of the local biomechanical
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demand and the individual response for bone regeneration [89], as well as the role
of bone mechanobiology in the maximization of bone ingrowth. The different bone
ingrowth patterns observed in vivo for the same scaffold architecture suggest that
mechanics plays a key role in determining the final outcome, and the different
magnitudes reported for each recipient support the hypothesis of inter-subject
variability. Thus, these results call for new investigations on the in vivo impact
of mechanobiologically-optimized scaffolds. Designing concomitant in vivo and in
silico studies is the most successful strategy to maximise the clinical impact of such
an optimization process.

3.6 Conclusions

Mechanical stimulus is intrinsically associated with the regenerative response to
bone scaffolds in terms of bone formation. Successful application of a specific graft
therefore requires a better understanding of the local mechanical microenvironment.
The mechanical interaction between the scaffold and the subject relies on the local
environment and the host response, in terms of both the distribution and the
amount of newly formed bone within the scaffold. Using computational methods,
it was demonstrated that different implantation sites cause different mechanical
conditions and induce distinctive patterns of bone ingrowth distribution, while the
dynamics of mechanical stimulus limited bone penetration depth within the scaffold.
The model calibration against in vivo data revealed a stronger responder between
the recipients as well as different mechanical stimuli initiating bone formation in
the femur and in the tibia. The scaffold and the host defined a mechanobiological
unit, whose dynamic state controlled the bone ingrowth process and the scaffold
regeneration potential. From a clinical perspective, modeling the host mechanical
response provides a mechanobiologically-based approach to meet both subject- and
location-specific needs by tuning scaffold mechanical properties.

Code availability

The Python modules developed to pre- and post-process ABAQUS simulations are
available under github.com/gabnasello/fempy and github.com/gabnasello/odbhelper.

https://github.com/gabnasello/fempy
https://github.com/gabnasello/odbhelper




Chapter 4

Bone-on-chip systems model
the individual osteogenic
potential 1

4.1 Abstract

Microengineered systems provide an in vitro strategy to explore the variability of
individual patient response to tissue engineering products, since they prefer the
use of primary cell sources representing the phenotype variability. Traditional in
vitro systems already showed that primary human osteoblasts embedded in a 3D
fibrous collagen matrix differentiate into osteocytes under specific conditions. Here,
it was hypothesized that translating this environment to the organ-on-a-chip scale
creates a minimal functional unit to recapitulate osteoblast maturation towards
osteocytes and matrix mineralization. Primary human osteoblasts were seeded in a
type I collagen hydrogel, to establish the role of lower (2.5·105 cells/ml) and higher
(1·106 cells/ml) cell density on their differentiation into osteocytes. A custom
semi-automatic image analysis software was used to extract quantitative data on
cellular morphology from brightfield images. The results are showing that cells
cultured at a high density increase dendrite length over time, stop proliferating,
exhibit dendritic morphology, upregulate ALP activity and express the osteocyte
marker DMP1. On the contrary, cells cultured at lower density proliferate over time,
do not upregulate ALP and express the osteoblast marker BSP2 at all timepoints.

1This chapter is a modified version of [207] published open access in Frontiers in Bionengineering
and Biotechnology.
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This work reveals that microengineered systems create unique conditions to capture
the major aspects of osteoblast differentiation into osteocytes with a limited number
of cells. It is propose that the microengineered approach is a functional strategy to
create a patient-specific bone tissue model and investigate the individual osteogenic
potential of the patient bone cells.

4.2 Introduction

Osteoblasts experience marked transitional stages during bone formation, involving
changes in cell morphology and gene expression. Osteoblasts express ALP to provide
phosphate ions and initiate the mineralization process [208]. They also secrete
osteocalcin (OCN), bone sialoprotein 2 (BSP2) and osteopontin (OPN) until the
end of the mineralization phase [45]. When osteoblasts turn to a more mature
phenotype, they reduce ALP expression, become embedded in a mineralized matrix
and form an interconnected network of osteocytes [209]. During this transition,
osteoblasts upregulate characteristic proteins as E11 and dentin matrix protein 1
(DMP1) [210]. The expression of sclerostin (Sost gene) is associated with the final
stage of osteocyte differentiation [48, 211].

However, osteoblasts can have three other possible fates but the mechanism
regulating this transition is not clearly understood yet: they can become bone-lining
cells (inactive osteoblasts), undergo apoptosis, or transdifferentiate into chondroid-
depositing cells [212]. Gene expression profiles [209, 111] and immunohistochemistry
stainings [213, 214, 215] in traditional 3D culture systems showed that the expression
of osteoblast and osteocyte markers in vitro corresponded to the in vivo expression
at the same differentiation stages [45]. In this context, in vitro bone tissue
models are a prerequisite tool for answering specific questions of cell biology, where
minimal platforms are mandatory for effective research on human tissue function
[216, 217, 218].

While traditional tissue engineering aims to recapitulate whole organs in vitro, organ-
on-chip systems “combines the key features of specific tissue microenvironments and
architecture within a microfabricated device, facilitating the creation of 3D models
that exhibit functional hallmarks of native tissues” [90]. They provide minimal units
mimicking specific features of living organs and human physiology, as the tissue
barrier properties of the human gut and lung, the parenchymal function of cardiac
and hepatic tissue, the multiorgan interactions between the lymph node and the
skin [90, 219, 101, 220].

Bone models on a chip were developed in recent years to reveal different elements
of bone biology, each one based on a critical advantage of microengineered devices
over traditional 2D or 3D macroscale in vitro systems. For example, the use of
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optically transparent materials allowed the monitoring of osteoblast motility in a
confined 3D environment [124]. The results of this study elucidated the effect of
ECM degradation and its architecture on osteoblast migration, by applying growth
factor gradients or interstitial fluid flow [123]. Moreover, the culture chamber
geometries facilitate the reproduction of 3D organ-level structures. Microengineered
devices highlighted how a 3D microvasculature integrates with the mineralized bone
tissue microenvironment and enhances osteogenic differentiation of cells in the
surrounding tissue construct [129, 221]. Organ function relies on the presence of
biomechanical and biochemical stimuli. Mechanical, electrical and chemical stimuli
can simultaneously stimulate cells cultured in organ-on-chip systems [90]. The use
of compartmentalized culture environments promotes the selective application of
those stimuli to different cell types. A 2D microfluidic platform with osteoclasts
and osteocytes cultured in separate compartments was key to observe the cross-talk
between mechanically stimulated osteocytes, osteoclast precursors and unstimulated
osteocytes [222, 110].

Microfabrication techniques applied to cell biology aims to develop advanced
human disease models by the inclusion of pathological factors. For example,
organ-on-a-chip systems with an ex vivo decellularized bone matrix or an osteo-cell
conditioned extracellular matrix (ECM) have recreated the interplay between cancer
and endothelial cells with the bone matrix in metastatic colonization [223, 118].
Such systems consisted of a bone-like microenvironment including a monolayer
of endothelial cells, which provided the capacity to obtain quantitative data on
the extravasation of breast cancer cells. They were proposed as an advanced
model to screen novel organ-specific therapeutics, since the osteo-cell conditioned
microenvironment secreted specific chemokines affecting the extravasation process
[118].

Osteocytes are the central regulators of bone homeostasis in vivo. Their regulatory
activity on both processes of bone formation and resorption relies on the secretion
of specific proteins to interact with osteoblasts and osteoclasts [48]. Mature
osteocytes are the only bone cells expressing sclerostin after matrix mineralization,
which suppresses osteoblast activity and inhibits further bone formation [224]. On
the other hand, RANKL is a cytokine that controls osteoclastogenesis and has an
fundamental role in bone remodelling. The expression of RANKL by osteocytes
is ten times higher than by osteoblasts in normal mice and its specific deletion
in osteocytes induces osteopetrosis [55]. The effect of osteocyte activities to
other bone cells is a vital function that requires advanced in vitro models to be
investigated.

Traditional in vitro cultures replicated essential features of the interaction between
osteoblasts and osteocytes, such as osteoblast maturation and matrix mineralization.
These systems consisted of 3D collagen hydrogels/sponges and human osteoblast-
like cells [225, 226, 227] or mouse clonal cell-lines (MC3T3-E1 and IDG-SW3)
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[214, 228], with the last ones usually preferred due to the excessive number of cells
required. On a micro-scale, a 2D layer of MC3T3-E1 cells spontaneously formed a
mineralized collagenous matrix in long-term cultures (up to 1 month) [113]. Cells
were mainly present in the apical and basal layers of the matrix, possibly due to
excessive proliferation of the mouse cell-line. No previous bone-on-a-chip device
has differentiated primary human osteoblasts into osteocytes while embedded in
a 3D extracellular matrix. There is a need for a novel microengineered model to
explore the interaction between the two cell types.

Microfabricated platforms facilitate the use of cells derived from patients, thus
creating models of human physiology with higher clinical impact. Primary and
mature human cells are difficult to extract in large amounts, proliferate slowly and
tend to dedifferentiate rapidly. Those systems require a limited amount of cells
and aim to recreate the native microenvironment: they provide an approach to
culture cells representing the variability of the cell phenotype [90]. This is a key
advantage of the organ-on-a-chip over traditional technologies, considering the
growing concern about the use of immortalized cell-lines for reliable human models
[229]. Cell-lines could lead to different results with respect to primary cells from
the same species. For example, murine early osteocyte cell-line MLO-A5 created an
interconnected 3D network in a microfluidic perfusion device [230] but produced a
highly mineralized and dense tissue compared to primary murine bone cells [215].

A bone-on-a-chip device was developed to translate the findings of traditional macro-
models on differentiated osteocyte networks to the scale of micro-devices. It was
hypothesized that the combination of primary human cells and a 3D fibrous collagen
matrix in a microengineered platform creates a more robust model to recapitulate
osteoblast maturation towards osteocytes and matrix mineralization. Such 3D cell
culture system consisted of the structural and the biochemical microenvironment
to induce 1) the mineralization of a collagen matrix and 2) the differentiation of
primary human osteoblasts into osteocytes. The specific aims were to determine
the osteogenic behavior of osteoblasts embedded in a collagen type I hydrogel
in terms of: 1) cellular morphology, 2) dendrite tracking, 3) cell proliferation, 4)
ALP activity, 5) calcium deposition and 6) synthesis of specific osteoblasts and
osteocytes markers, respectively, BSP2 and DMP1, as well as the role of cell density
in the formation of a bone tissue model.
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4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Cell culture

The low quantity needed for bone-on-a-chip experiments and the stability in the
expression of the most critical genes during in vitro culture [111] favoured the choice
of primary human osteoblasts (HOBs) for the bone tissue model presented in this
study. HOBs were purchased from PromoCell (C-12720, Germany). These cells are
fully differentiated osteoblasts isolated from femoral trabecular bone tissue from the
knee or the hip joint region of healthy single donor. HOBs from two different donors
were used (donor 1: caucasian female 86 years, donor 2: caucasian male 74 years).
Cells were cultured under standard conditions (5% CO2, 37◦C), in cell expansion
medium containing standard DMEM low glucose (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA)
supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100
μg/mL streptomycin and 2 mM L-glutamine (all Lonza, Switzerland). At each
passage, cells were washed with PBS (Lonza), detached with TrypLET M Express
(Invitrogen, CA) and plated in T25 cell culture flasks (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at
a density of 15,000 cells/cm2. Cells were used at passage 4-7 and mixed to the
collagen gel solution. Final cell densities of 2.5·105 (low) and 1·106 cells/ml (high)
were based on recent findings on osteocyte differentiation in traditional in vitro
systems [214].

Once loaded to the organ-on-a-chip devices, HOBs were cultured under
static conditions in cell osteogenic medium, containing cell expansion medium
supplemented with 50 μM ascorbic acid and 10 mM β-glycerol phosphate (both
Sigma-Aldrich). Those supplements are widely accepted to induce osteogenic
differentiation of stem cells in vitro and deposition of mineralized extracellular
matrix [231].

4.3.2 Bone-on-a-chip system

Bone-on-a-chip devices were fabricated in poly(dimethlysiloxane) (PDMS) by soft
lithography, following the methodology described by Shin et al. [102]. A commercial
product was used to produce the silicone elastomer (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer
Kit, Dow Chemical, Germany), which comprises a polymeric base and a silicone resin
solution as curing agent. The two liquid parts were mixed in a 10 (base) :1 (curing
agent) ratio and poured in a master made of SU-8 where the microengineered
geometry was patterned with a photolithography technique. The masters were then
placed in a vacuum desiccator for one hour, to remove air bubbles in the PDMS
solution, and kept in a dry oven overnight to cure the mixture. Later, dermal biopsy
punches were used to create the reservoirs for cell culture media and the hydrogel
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a b

Figure 4.1: Geometry of the bone-on-a-chip system. (A) 2D top view of
the bone-on-a-chip system and detail of the culture chamber divided into three
compartments by trapezoidal columns. The cell laden collagen hydrogels (purple)
were loaded through the central compartment, while cell culture media (pink) was
provided through the lateral channels. The height of the culture chamber is 290 ±
20 μm. (B) Picture of the bone-on-a-chip system bonded to a 35 mm glass.

inlets to the culture chamber (Figure 4.1-A). PDMS devices followed a wet and
a dry autoclave cycle before being bonded to a 35 mm glass (Ibidi, Germany) by
plasma treatment (PDC-32G Basic Plasma Cleaner, Harrick Plasma, NY, USA)
under vacuum conditions. They were then coated with PDL (poly-D-lysine; 1
mg/ml in phosphate buffered saline; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and washed after 4
hours to enhance matrix adhesion. Before use, the devices were left in a dry oven
at 80ºC for 48 hours to restore the hydrophobicity of the bonded surfaces [102].

A previously developed geometry that consists of a central culture chamber divided
into three compartments was selected for this study [232]. Briefly, the length of a
single compartment was 2.5 mm, the width was 1.145 mm and the average height
was 290 μm (Figure 4.1-A). The chip uses equally spaced (175 μm) trapezoidal
columns to separate the compartments and support the hydrogel via surface tension:
gel contraction occurs only on the lateral channels while the 3D culture environment
is maintained in the central channel during the whole experiment.

Cell laden collagen hydrogels, with a final collagen concentration of 6 mg/ml, were
prepared by mixing in an ice bath collagen type I solution (Rat Tail; 8.9 mg/ml;
Corning, NY), 10x Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS; Sigma-Aldrich),
0.5 M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) to adjust the pH to 7.4-7.6 and human osteoblasts
suspended in cell expansion medium. After gently pipetting the solution into the
culture chamber, it polymerized for 20 minutes in a humid chamber at 37◦C. This
temperature and the pH conditions induced a self-assembled gelation process of the
collagen hydrogels, where collagen fibers are physically crosslinked [233]. During the
polymerization process, collagen fibers create an interpenetrating polymer network
in presence of living cells [234]. The microarchitecture and the mechanical properties
of the collagen fibrous hydrogels used in this study were characterized in previous
studies [235, 123]. In the present work, it was selected the 6 mg/ml gel because
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its Young modulus (∼0.72 kPa, from [236]) was comparable to the one (∼0.58
kPa) that allowed a homogeneous cell distribution in a 3D matrix and enhanced
osteocytic differentiation of MC3T3-E1 cells [214].

4.3.3 Fluorescence staining

Morphological analysis of cell phenotype is commonly used to assess osteoblast-
osteocyte differentiation [237]. Cells were fixed after 21 days of culture using
4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 30 min, blocked
overnight in PBS with 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and incubated overnight with
Phalloidin-Tetramethylrhodamine (Phalloidin-TRITC, 0.1 mg/ml in PBS, Sigma
Aldrich) and DAPI (4’,6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole, 0.01 mg/ml in PBS, Invitrogen).
Samples were observed with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM880, Zeiss, Germany).
Maximum intensity and 3D volumetric images were generated from z-stacks using
ImageJ software (v 1.49, NIH).

4.3.4 Cell dendrite tracking

Brightfield images of the same samples were taken to track changes in dendrite
morphology. Devices were observed at 10x and 20x magnification over the 21 days
of culture with an inverted brightfield microscope (Nikon D-Eclipse C1, Japan) and
focused in the middle of the culture chamber. Z-stacks were obtained with a distance
of 5 μm between each slice and for a maximum thickness of 100 μm. A minimum
number of 3 stacks were taken for each cell density at each timepoint. A custom
semi-automatic image analysis software was developed with Python programming
language to track cell dendrite length over time. Original z-stacks images were
opened with the Bio-format software tool [238] and processed with the scikit-image
library [239]. After cells were manually contoured, an automatic algorithm computed
the medial axis transform of the binary cell mask. An Otsu’s thresholding algorithm
later separated the cell body primary and secondary dendrites from the cell body.
The software quantified the length of cell primary protrusions, defined as the longest
branches starting from the cell body, and detected cell-cell connections if cell
boundaries were in the same image of the z-stack. Osteocytes exhibit exploratory
dendrites that extend and retract from the surrounding extracellular matrix before
forming a fully developed osteocyte network [214]. Cell primary protrusions longer
than 10 μm were defined as dendrites, as previously described [237].
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4.3.5 Cell proliferation assay

Osteoblasts move from a proliferative to a quiescent phase during differentiation [45].
Thus, DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) content was measured using the Hoechst 33258
DNA assay to monitor cell proliferation over time. Cells were isolated by digesting the
collagen matrix overnight in a solution of collagenase from Clostridium histolyticum
(Sigma-Aldrich, 2 mg/ml, ≥ 125 CDU/mg) and centrifugating cell suspension at
13,000 rpm for 15 min. 100 μl of Hoechst buffer (1 mM ethlenediaminetetraacetic
acid, or EDTA, 10 mM Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane and 0.1 M Sodium
Chloride at pH 7.4, all reagents from Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the pellet.
Cells were lysed by applying 3 cycles of freezing (-80◦C)-thawing procedure before
running the biochemical assay. Later, 20 μl of cells lysate or DNA standards were
suspended in 200 μl of Hoechst dye solution (0.1% v/v, Sigma-Aldrich) and added
in a 96-well plate in triplicate. Fluorescence was then measured (excitation: 380 nm;
emission: 440 nm) using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Synergy HT Multi-mode
microplate reader, BioTek Instruments, VT, USA). Readings were converted to
DNA content using a standard curve with samples containing no cells subtracted
as background.

4.3.6 Extracellular alkaline phosphatase activity

The metalloenzyme ALP initiates the calcification process by providing inorganic
phosphates [240, 241]. It is used as a marker for osteoblast activity, since
ALP expression changes over time when osteoblast differentiation occurs [225].
Extracellular ALP activity was measured using a colorimetric assay of enzyme
activity (SIGMAFAST p-NPP Kit, Sigma Aldrich). It uses p-nitrophenyl phosphate
(pNPP) as colorimetric substrate that changes absorbance when dephosphorylated
by ALP. Cell culture media was changed and sampled after 2 hours at days 3, 7, 14,
21 and stored at -80◦C. After thawing, 40 μl of medium were added to a 96-well
plate in triplicate with 50 μl of pNPP solution [242]. Samples were incubated at
room temperature in the dark for one hour, and absorbance was read at 405 nm
with a spectrophotometer. Readings were converted to ALP production using a
standard curve, with samples containing no ALP subtracted as background. ALP
production was normalized by the DNA content of each sample in order to get
comparable estimations of ALP activity between samples with different initial cell
seeding density.
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4.3.7 Mineralization

Calcein green staining (Sigma Aldrich) was performed to analyze calcium deposition
without affecting cell viability after 7, 14 and 21 days [243]. Calcein was dissolved in
0.5 M NaOH solution (sodium hydroxide, Sigma Aldrich) at 2.5 mg/ml. After mixing,
the solution was sterilized with a 0.2 μm Nylon filter, wrapped with aluminium
foil and stored at 4◦C. Cells were incubated with calcein (25 μg/ml in osteogenic
media) (Sigma) for 5 days, washed 3 times in PBS and fixed using 4% (w/v)
PFA. Samples were imaged with a confocal microscope (λex = 470-509 nm) and
maximum intensity images were generated from z-stacks using ImageJ software.

4.3.8 Immunofluorescent staining

BSP2 is a non-collagenous protein upregulated by osteoblasts during the tissue
mineralization and downregulated when osteocyte differentiation occurs. DMP1
is an extracellular matrix protein associated with osteocytes. BSP2 and DMP1
immunofluorescent stainings indicate whether cells cultured in the bone-on-a-chip
samples synthetized osteoblast or osteocyte markers, respectively [225, 212]. Cells
were fixed after 7, 14, 21 days of culture using 4% (w/v) PFA for 30 min and
blocked overnight with 5% BSA. Later, samples were incubated at 4◦C overnight
with mouse monoclonal BSP2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-73630, Texas) or
DMP1 (Santa Cruz, sc-73633) antibody at a dilution of 1:100 in PBS with 0.5%
BSA. After washing 3 times for 5 minutes with PBS, samples were incubated at 4◦C
for 6 hours with the relevant secondary antibody (for BSP2, goat anti-mouse Alexa
Fluor® 555, Molecular Probes, Oregon, A21424; for DMP1, goat anti-mouse Alexa
Fluor® 633, Molecular Probes, A21052) at a dilution of 1:50 in PBS with 0.5% BSA.
Cell nuclei were then counterstained with DAPI and samples were observed with
a confocal microscope. Maximum intensity images were generated from z-stacks
using ImageJ software.

4.3.9 Statistics

All experiments were conducted in technical triplicates (n=3) with two independent
experiments, by using different donors. Python programming language was used to
run all the statistical analyses. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
for all the biochemical analyses to assess significant differences between timepoints,
followed by pair-wise multiple comparison procedure (Tukey’s HSD test). Linear
regression models described the variation of dendrite length over time. Experimental
data are presented as mean ± 95% of CI if not otherwise specified. P value < 0.05
was considered significant.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Cell morphology
In order to observe changes in osteoblast morphology, actin filaments were stained
at the latest timepoint (21 days), when cells at high density exhibited a dendritic
morphology as well as initial interconnections. On the other hand, cells at low
density kept an aligned morphology with a limited amount of dendrites (Figure 4.2).

High Cell Density

Dapi

Phalloidin

Low Cell Density

Figure 4.2: Cells cultured at high density show dendritic morphology.
Representative confocal images of cell nuclei (DAPI) and actin filaments (phalloidin)
after 21 days of culture in bone-on-a-chip samples at high and low cell density.
Scale bar, 50 μm.

Figure 4.3: Cell protrusion tracker software. Cell protrusion tracking of an image
stack of primary human osteoblasts cultured in the bone-on-a-chip device. Link to
the animation and software source code available with the QR code and at the end
of the chapter.

https://github.com/gabnasello/cellprotrusiontracker-frontiers2020
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To demonstrate a consistent change in cellular morphology, a customed image
analysis software was developed to quantify the cell dendrite length and detect
cell-cell connections of cells in the same image of the z-stack (Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4). The software automatically separated cell body from dendrites, after a
manual selection of the cell boundary (Figure 4.5-b). Cells cultured at high density
experienced a significant dendrite growth of 1.01±0.25 μm/day over the whole
period of culture ,whereas cells cultured at low density did not increase dendrite
length over time (Figure 4.5-c).
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Figure 4.4: Live image of primary human osteoblasts. Cells cultured at low
(2.5·105 cells/ml) and high (1·106 cells/ml) cell density. Scale bar for images
magnified at 10x = 150 μm. Scale bar for images magnified at 20x = 75 μm
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Figure 4.5: Cells cultured at high density increase primary dendrite length
over time. (A) Brightfield images of cultured human osteoblasts with superimposed
tracking. Scale bar = 150 μm. (B) Cell image detail. Identification of the cell body,
contour, primary dendrites, and connection with a semi-automatic algorithm. (C)
Primary dendrite length measured with a customed software for dendrite tracking.
Linear regression model in dashed lines (n≈50 cells per timepoint). Data are mean
± 95% c.i.
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4.4.2 Cell proliferation

High Cell Density

* *

Low Cell Density

Figure 4.6: Cells cultured at low density proliferate over time. DNA content
of each group at day 3, 7, 14 and 21. Point plots denote the mean of n=6 samples
with error bars representing 95% of confidence interval. * represents statistical
significance (p<0.05) between indicated groups using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
post-hoc test.

Cell proliferation in the bone-on-a-chip was associated to measured DNA content
over the period of culture. DNA showed a negative trend over time for the high
cell density group, as suggested by the lower DNA content at day 14 compared to
day 3 (Figure 4.6). In the low cell density group, by day 21 the DNA content was
significantly higher than early timepoints (Figure 4.6).

4.4.3 Osteogenic activity and mineralization

Extracellular ALP activity was normalized by the DNA content and showed an
upregulation for the high density group compared to the low density in both donors
(Figure 4.7). The ALP activity had increasing trend for cells cultured at high density,
even though the magnitudes of the ALP measurements were higher for donor 2
compared to the donor 1. Moreover, cells from the donor 1 showed a significantly
higher ALP activity by day 7 followed by a decreasing trend (Figure 4.7-a).

Calcium staining with calcein at days 7, 14 and 21 showed that primary human
osteoblasts mineralized the extracellular matrix over the whole period of culture.
Images qualitatively showed a higher presence of calcium ions for the cells cultured
at high density (Figure 4.8).
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Low Cell DensityHigh Cell Density

*A

B

Figure 4.7: Cells cultured at high density upregulate alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) activity. Extracellular ALP activity of each group at day 3, 7, 14 and 21.
Point plots denote the mean of n=3 samples (row A - donor 1, row B - donor 2)
with error bars representing 95% of confidence interval. * represents statistical
significance (p<0.05) between indicated groups using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
post-hoc test.
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Figure 4.8: Primary human osteoblasts cultured in the bone-on-a-chip device
mineralize the 3D collagen matrix. Cell nuclei (DAPI) and calcium ions (calcein).
Scale bar, 30 μm.

4.4.4 Synthesis of osteogenic markers

Immunofluorescent staining for BSP2 demonstrated positive synthesis within the
proximity of cells in the earliest days of culture for both cell density groups.
Osteoblasts cultured at low density produced BSP2 at all timepoints (Figure
4.9). Conversly, the high density group reduced BSP2 expression at the end of the
culture (21 days, Figure 4.9).

Low presence of DMP1 staining were observed for cells cultured at low density,
while DMP1 was more expressed by the human osteoblasts cultured at high density
at all timepoints (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.9: Cells at low density synthesize bone sialoprotein 2 (BSP2) at all
timepoints. Cell nuclei (DAPI), calcium (calcein) and BSP2. Scale bar, 30 μm.
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Figure 4.10: Cells cultured at high density synthesize dental matrix protein 1
(DMP1). Cell nuclei (DAPI), calcium (calcein) and DMP1. Scale bar, 30 μm.
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4.5 Discussion

Recent advances in mimicking bone with microengineered platforms are reducing
the gap between the tissue and other more developed organ-on-chip models but they
did not reach to show the development of a device with differentiated osteocytes
and a 3D mineralized matrix.

Given that primary human osteoblasts embedded in a 3D fibrous collagen matrix
is an optimal environment to encourage osteocyte differentiation [214, 228, 225],
it is hypothesized that the same environment translated to organ-on-a-chip scale
recapitulates two key in vivo bone properties: osteoblast maturation and matrix
mineralization. To determine the development of mature bone formation, the
major aspects underlying osteoblast-osteocyte differentiation were investigated: cell
morphology variation, mineralization and protein synthesis.

4.5.1 Cells show dendritic morphology while increasing primary
dendrite length over time

The osteoblast-osteocyte differentiation is a complex mechanism, still under
investigation, with relevant changes in cell morphology, polarization, cytoplasmic
volume, number of cell organelles, proliferation, gene expression, type of collagen
deposited and bone deposition rate. During these transitional stages, the extension
of cellular dendrites or pseudopodia is the one of most recognizable variations [45].

Osteoblasts were already classified with a spread, aligned, transitional or dendritic
morphology during their differentiation into osteocytes in vitro [237], and
mineralizing conditions enhanced the development of a stellate morphology [225].
Microfluidics showed that pre-osteoblastic mouse cells adhere and spread differently
along a stiffness gradient, but it did not highlight any morphological variation [244].
Here, the difference in cell shape suggests that human osteoblasts cultured at 1·106

cells/ml (high density) are more differentiated into osteocytes than cells cultured at
2.5·105 cells/ml (low density) (Figure 4.2). The dendritic morphology for the high
density group reported here is consistent with the results in a traditional 3D in vitro
systems, where mouse bone cells cultured at a low cell density (2.5·105 cells/ml)
had a lower percentage of dendritic cells with respect to cells cultured at high
density (2·106 cells/ml) [214]. Dendritic protrusions of primary human osteoblasts
in collagen hydrogels is documented in the literature for initial cell seeding densities
lower than 2.5·105 cells/ml [225, 226, 227]. In these cases, the maximum collagen
concentration in the hydrogel was 3 mg/ml, which is half of the 6 mg/ml used
in this study. Hydrogels with lower collagen concentration have lower mechanical
properties [233], which favor a dendritic cell morphology even at lower cell seeding
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densities [214]. Osteoblast differentiation was reduced in hydrogels with low collagen
concentration when they were modified with biomimetically or strontium-doped
mineralized collagen, confirming that the higher stiffness of the matrix delays the
differentiation for low cell seeding densities [227]. On the other hand, hydrogel
contraction limits the use of high cell seeding densities. The present bone-on-a-chip
system, where trapezoidal columns within the culture chamber reduces the hydrogel
contraction, facilitated the use of hydrogels with higher collagen concentration,
thus favoring the culture of cells at higher seeding densities and the exhibition of a
dendritic morphology at higher collagen concentrations.

Experimental biology requires novel automatic tools for image analysis to support the
conversion of microscopy images into quantitative data [245]. The customed image
analysis software developed to track cell protrusions provided a semi-automatic
quantification of cell morphology, less prone to user error. The software confirmed
osteoblast change to a dendritic morphology when cultured at high density, given
their significant dendrite growth over the period of culture (Figure 4.5-c). The
same analysis did not show a quantitative change in cell morphology over time for
the low density group (Figure 4.5-c), as suggested by the aligned shape observed in
confocal imaging (Figure 4.2).

Compared to traditional in vitro culture, the ratio between the volumes of culture
and the fewer number of cells used in microengineered devices make quantitative
image analyses more representative of the whole cell population present in each
sample. The number of cells tracked in this study (n≈50 cells per timepoint) is 100
times lower than the total amount of cells in each sample (≈5000 cells), while in
traditional systems it is usually 1,000,000 times lower. Moreover, the high control of
the geometries of the organ-on-a-chip culture chamber allows the identification of
the same image location at each timepoint. The combination of the organ-on-chip
technology with a semi-automatic software that decreases operator-dependent errors
produce a more accurate and reliable platform for quantitative image analysis.

The evaluation of cell-cell connections showed a limited variation over time, due to
the requirement for cell boundaries to be on the same image of the z-stack (Figure
4.3). However, it was observed a slight increase in cell connections for cells cultured
at high density over time (Figure 4.5-a). Osteoblasts did not form an interconnected
network, they rather showed exploratory dendrites to create transient connections
and position themselves in the extracellular matrix [214, 246]. The dendritic
morphology at the end of the culture and the increase in exploratory dendrite length
indicated that osteoblasts cultured at high density underwent differentiation into an
early osteocytic phenotype.
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4.5.2 Alkaline phosphatase upregulation is associated with the
interruption of cell proliferation

The cessation of cell proliferation and collagen matrix production follows the
secretion of soft osteoid that surrounds osteoblasts initiating differentiation [210].
To determine whether the culture microenvironment regulated cell proliferation in
the bone-on-a-chip, the 3D collagen matrix was degraded, cells were extracted and
the evolution of the DNA content was quantified.

The amount of DNA measured from a unique cell type is proportional to the total
number of cells. Thus, the negative trend in DNA content for osteoblasts cultured
at high density indicated that those cells were not proliferating in the bone-on-a-chip
system, plausibly because they were undergoing a differentiation process (Figure
4.6). Only a limited proportion of osteoblasts differentiates into osteocyte in vivo
while the rest of the population follows other fates, including apoptosis [45]. If cells
seeded at high density were differentiating into osteocytes, the decreasing trend in
the DNA amount confirmed that the microenvironment also induced the apoptosis
of a subpart of the osteoblast population.

A 3D culture environment made of a microbeads assembly already showed that
osteoblastic cells cultured in a microfluidic system stop proliferating, compared to a
control group cultured in a plate where cells were proliferating. The cell number
quantification in the microbead assembly was estimated by the ratio of the number
of cells and the number of microbeads imaged [111]. Here, it was developed a
protocol to get a more direct measure of the amount of cells over time in the
microengineered sample.

The higher DNA content in the low cell density group by day 21 suggested that cells
started proliferating under these culture conditions (Figure 4.6). Results show that
after an initial period of quiescence, osteoblasts seeded at low density maintained
their proliferative capacity in the bone-on-a-chip, supporting the hypothesis that
they were not differentiating into osteocytes. The use of primary human cells
was crucial to capture the difference between proliferative and non-proliferative
conditions in the bone-on-a-chip model. Cell-lines have high proliferation rates
which make them not very suitable to study this precise aspect of bone cells function
[247]. For example, a mouse osteoblast cell-line (MC3T3-E1) showed to proliferate
even if cells were differentiating into osteocytes and creating an interconnected
network between dendritic cells [214]. The combination of primary human cells and
microengineered technology give a valid solution to culture cells representative of
the in vivo phenotype maximizing the number of samples. Such system is a unique
representative model of osteoblast proliferation in a physiologic 3D environment.

The transition from a proliferative to a quiescent phase during osteoblast
differentiation is concomitant to the upregulation of ALP and its later reduction
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[209]. To assess osteoblast secretion of ALP during culture, the evolution of enzyme
activity in the culture media and the effect of cell density was quantified.

The upregulation of ALP activity for cells cultured at higher density confirmed the
higher potential for matrix mineralization and osteogenic differentiation for both
donors (Figure 4.7). Differences in trends of the ALP measurements might be
related to inter-donor variability, and more specifically to the differences in age
and sex between donors. Cells from the younger male donor (donor 2) had higher
absolute ALP activity and didn’t show the trend observed in donor 1, but ALP
was consistently higher for cells cultured at higher density (Figure 4.7). In tissue
engineering, the upregulation of ALP expression relates to osteogenesis and is a
precursor to mineralization of the tissue [241]. Previous studies in microfluidic
devices only showed the upregulation of ALP activity at the end of the culture,
proving that those platforms promoted osteogenesis [113, 248, 112]. Here, it was
measured the temporal evolution of ALP activity during the whole culture and
it suggested that osteoblasts cultured at high density had a phase of increase of
mineralization in the first week of culture and later continued the differentiation
process.

Calcein is a fluorochrome binding calcium at bone mineralization front [249], thus
identifying newly mineralized matrix. Calcium staining with calcein confirmed the
results of ALP activity: the lower presence of calcium ions for the cells cultured at
low density indicates that this cell seeding density (2.5·105 cells/ml) was probably
insufficient to initiate osteoblasts differentiation in this hydrogel, while cells needed
to proliferate more before undertaking this pathway.

4.5.3 Cell density regulates osteogenic marker synthesis

Osteoblasts transitional stages during bone formation involve changes in cell
morphology and protein synthesis. Given the differences observed in cell morphology,
protrusion length dynamics, proliferation and osteogenesis, further investigation
required the qualitative assessment of bone matrix proteins. Two specific proteins
BSP2 and DMP1, representative of osteoblast and osteocyte phenotype respectively,
were selected to determine the effect of cell density on their production.

The lower presence of BSP2 at the end of the culture denoted that cells cultured
at high density group changed differentiation stage in the bone-on-a-chip devices,
while BSP2 production at all timepoints suggested that no transition to osteocyte
occurred for this group (Figure 4.9). BSP2 expression is characteristic of osteoblast
phenotype, even if it was observed in lower amounts in osteocytes [45]. Another
osteocytic marker needs to determine whether cells of the high density group
underwent this specific fate.
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The limited transition into the osteocyte stage during the whole culture period
for cells cultured at low density was confirmed by the absence of DMP1 staining
(Figure 4.10). On the contrary the higher presence of the osteocytic marker for cells
cultured at high density, together with the decreased presence of the osteoblast
marker BSP2 (Figure 4.9), indicated their faster osteoblasts transition to osteocytes.
The positive DMP1 staining for cells cultured at high density reported here is
consistent with the results in a traditional 3D in vitro systems, where cells cultured
at higher density (2·106 cells/ml) produced more DMP1 as dispersed nodules within
the surrounding matrix [214].

4.5.4 Cells cultured at higher density differentiated faster into
osteocytes

Osteocyte Osteoblast

High cell density Low cell density

Protrusions

ALP

Proliferation

DMP1

Protrusions

ALP

BSP2

~

Figure 4.11: Bone-on-a-chip development with two cell seeding densities.
Primary human osteoblasts were encapsulated in type I collagen hydrogel (purple in
the figure) at 2.5·105 (low cell density) and 1·106 (high cell density) cells/ml, then
loaded in the bone-on-a-chip devices and cultured up to 21 days to study matrix
mineralization and cell differentiation into osteocytes. Cell morphology, dendrite
tracking, DNA content, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) production, calcium deposition
(white in the figure), and immunofluorescent staining of bone sialoprotein 2 (BSP2,
yellow in the figure) and dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP1, green in the figure) were
performed to assess the osteogenic phenotype of the cells. At low cell density, the
biochemical 3D microenvironment induced only the expression of osteoblast markers
(ALP, BSP2). While the change in cell morphology, the upregulation of ALP and
the expression of DMP1 suggested that osteoblast transition to osteocytes occurred
faster for cells cultured at high density.
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Overall, the data presented in this chapter showed how the 3D microenvironment
in the bone-on-a-chip regulated osteoblast-osteocyte differentiation (Figure 4.11).
The microengineered technology created a highly controllable environment to study
the maturation of primary human bone cells in a 3D extracellular matrix made of
the most abundant organic component in bone tissue. A custom semi-automatic
image analysis software led to the extraction of quantitative data on the cellular
morphology from microscopy images. In addition, the use of primary human cells
at high cell density was crucial to mimic the physiological shift from proliferative
to non-proliferative conditions during the differentiation process. The expression
of characteristics osteoblast and osteocyte markers confirmed differentation with
changes in synthesis of extracellular matrix proteins. Furthermore, by 21 days of in
vitro culture, osteoblasts cultured at high density increased the protrusion length
over time, exhibited dendritic morphology, did not increase cell number, upregulated
ALP activity, downregulated BSP2 synthesis and produced more DMP1. Thus
they underwent changes in cell morphology, proliferation, mineral deposition and
protein production that are specific of the differentiation into osteocytes. Conversely,
osteoblasts cultured at low density had constant protrusion length up to 21 days,
proliferated, had constant ALP activity and produced only BSP2. They consistently
exhibited no transition towards the osteocytic phenotype.

One limitation of this study is the presence of a 3D hydrogel embedding cells in
a narrow space that made RNA purification not possible after extraction for gene
expression analysis. Moreover, the cell extraction protocol took one night for the
complete digestion of the collagen matrix, which would inexorably affect results from
PCR. Previous works on cell differentiation in microfluidic systems focused on the
protein expression rather than gene profiles [250, 251, 252, 253, 254], considering
the technical challenges and that protein biosynthesis depends on transcript levels
as well as other factors such as the local availability of resources [255]. Results
on dendritic morphology, cell proliferation, alkaline phsphatase activity and protein
synthesis firmly indicate osteoblasts differentiation and the effectiveness of the
microengineered technology used.
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4.6 Conclusions

Traditional in vitro systems already showed that primary human osteoblasts
embedded in a 3D fibrous collagen matrix differentiates into osteocytes under
specific conditions. Here, the findings of traditional macro-models on osteoblast
differentiation were translated to the organ-on-a-chip scale. A minimal
microengineered functional unit captured the major aspects underlying the
differentiation of primary human osteoblasts into osteocytes, which depends on
the cell seeding density. A custom image analysis software was developed to
support the semi-automatic analysis of cell dendrite elongation. Only the human
osteoblasts seeded at higher density underwent the change in cell morphology,
proliferation, mineral deposition and protein synthesis that are specific of the
differentiation into osteocytes. The use of the microengineered technology to study
the maturation of primary human osteoblasts in a 3D fibrous extracellular matrix
takes advantage of the limited number of cells required by these systems, creating
a unique platform to represent the phenotype variability as well as to elucidate
the role of single or simultaneous stimulation in osteoblast maturation. From a
clinical perspective, the bone-on-a-chip presented in this work provides the minimal
functional microenvironment to build patient-specific bone models to study the
individual osteogenic potential and the effect of alternative therapies.

Code availability

The image analysis software used for cell protrusion tracking in this study was
developed in Python 3, and is available under the following link:
github.com/gabnasello/cellprotrusiontracker-frontiers2020

https://github.com/gabnasello/cellprotrusiontracker-frontiers2019




Chapter 5

Towards patient-specific bone
scaffolds

5.1 Introduction
This chapter draws together the main findings of each in silico and the in vitro
study carried out in the thesis. The results of the individual research chapters are
summarized in section 5.2, with a focus on the evaluation of 3D printed scaffold
performances and their regenerative potential for patient-specific bone applications.
Section 5.3 outlines the implications for the field of bone tissue engineering as
well as for personalized treatments. Finally, section 5.4 provides recommendations
for further work and future perspectives in the field combining personalized and
regenerative medicine.

5.2 Main achievements of the thesis
The research presented in this doctoral thesis explored different factors that
regulate the regenerative potential of 3D printed bone scaffolds, ranging from
the scaffold mechanical interaction to the osteogenic response of patient-specific
bone cells (Figure 5.1). Different modeling systems were developed to reveal specific
information of the main actors in the bone regeneration process for patient-specific
scaffolds. On the scaffold side, an in silico model predicted differences in the in vivo
regenerative outcome of 3D printed bone scaffolds based on the patient-specific
mechanical parameters. On the patient side, a micro-engineered system provided
an in vitro strategy to culture bone cells from individual patients and evaluate their
osteogenic differentiation. The key contributions of the research performed to each
hypothesis listed in section 1.3 are summarized below.
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Patient

Chapter 4

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the chapters of this thesis. Use of
multiple modeling systems to evaluate the bone regeneration process guided by
patient-specific 3D printed scaffolds.

Research achievement 1
A mechano-driven regeneration algorithm predicts differences in bone
ingrowth distribution depending on the scaffold implantation site and
individual mechano-sensitivity.

The in silico model presented in this thesis (chapter 3) determined the in vivo
regenerative outcome of porous titanium scaffolds in a patient-specific context. It
was demonstrated that a mechano-driven regeneration algorithm predicts differences
in bone ingrowth distribution depending on the scaffold implantation site. On the
one hand, homogeneous in vivo bone ingrowth corresponded to uniform mechanical
stimulus for scaffolds inserted into the femoral and tibial epiphysis. On the other
hand, localized in vivo bone ingrowth in the periosteal subregion corresponded to
higher mechanical stimulation for scaffolds inserted closer to the tibial diaphysis.

Detailed patient-specific and location-specific predictions of bone regeneration
required only two fitted parameters, suggesting that a mechanistic description
of the bone regeneration process may not be needed to predict the scaffold
regenerative performance. By fitting in vivo bone ingrowth data, the computational
model identified differences in mechano-sensitivity between recipients. Therefore,
evaluating the regenerative outcome of patient-specific bone scaffolds requires both
bone cells mechano-sensitivity evaluation and location-specific information to be
implemented in the computational model of a mechano-driven bone regeneration.
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Research achievement 2
Human osteoblasts cultured in a bone-on-chip differentiate into osteocytes
and their differentiation depends on the initial cell seeding density.

The research study presented in chapter 4 demonstrated that human osteoblasts
cultured in a bone-on-chip microenvironment exhibit characteristic features of
their differentiation into osteocytes. Similarly to a previous macro-scale model of
osteoblast differentiation in 3D hydrogel [214], the results from this chapter showed
that osteoblasts seeded at higher density in the 3D microenvironment increased the
cell primary dendrite length over time, upregulated alkaline phosphatase, interrupted
cell proliferation and synthesized an osteocyte marker (DMP1).

Moreover, the limited volumes of the culture facilitated the use of primary human
osteoblasts isolated from single individuals for each sample. The use of patient-
specific bone-on-chip revealed different magnitudes in the alkaline phosphatase
activity for osteoblasts isolated from two different donors, indicating differences in
their osteogenic activity. Overall, results from this study demonstrated for the first
time that a 3D microengineered environment can investigate the osteogenic activity
of bone cells isolated from individual subjects.

Global achievement of the thesis
Patient-specific orthopedic applications require the synergy of advanced
modeling techniques to assess scaffold-guided bone regeneration based on
the patient-specific regenerative capacity and location-specific requirements.

Taken together, the results of this thesis emphasize the importance of using multiple
modeling systems when investigating the in vivo regeneration process guided by
patient-specific bone scaffolds. Both actors of a cell-free in situ regenerative strategy,
namely the scaffold and the patient, have a significant effect on the final regenerative
outcome and needs to be modeled. An in silico model was developed to predict
bone formation based on the scaffold design and the host mechanical environment,
while the microengineering in vitro technology was used to evaluate the osteogenic
potential of human osteoblasts isolated from single donors. The BOC can inform on
the regenerative capacity and mechano-sensitivity of the patient-specific osteoblasts,
providing a key element of scaffold design coupled in the in silico model to the
anatomical requirements. Through the multiple models and the results presented
in this thesis, it is possible to represent the variability of the regenerative response
and evaluate the potential scaffold performance for each unique case.
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5.3 Implications for the field of tissue engineering

Organ-on-chips use primary

human cells to recapitulate 

patient-specific variability and

clinical outcomes.

[Chou et al. 2020]

The 3D environment, namely 

matrix stiffness and cell 

density, regulates osteoblast 

differentiation into osteocytes.

[McGarrigle et al. 2016]

Patient (bone cells)

Figure 5.2: Implications for the tissue engineering field. Graphical representation
of the work presented in the research chapters of the thesis. Results and global aim
of the thesis are in context with the state-of-art of the tissue engineering field.

Matching the mechanical properties of natural bone tissue has been a widely
investigated strategy to design novel scaffolds [83, 99, 256, 257, 258, 259]. However,
a single TE approach is unlikely to meet all regenerative requirements from different
patients, leading to unsatisfactory outcomes when tested in a clinically relevant
scenario [260]. There are growing concerns on the detrimental impact of patient-
related factors to the variability outcome of TE products [86, 260, 261]. In view
of defining a cell-free TE strategy for patient-specific orthopedic applications,
each research study conducted as part of this thesis has advanced the current
understanding of both the scaffold and the patient role in the bone regeneration
process (Figure 5.2).

When optimized from a mechanobiological perspective, bone scaffolds promote
endogenous bone regeneration. Ghouse et al. [99] designed bone scaffolds with
inner stiffness gradients matching the local mechanical variations of the bone being
replaced. Although the aim of the study was not to maximize bone ingrowth into a
porous scaffold, the authors proposed a clinical applicable approach to fabricate
porous scaffolds based on the local bone mechanical properties [99]. In order to
maximize the rate and quantity of bone repair, Pobloth et al. [144] used the
computational technology to evaluate the mechanobiological environment of 3D
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printed titanium scaffolds with different mechanical properties. The in vivo results
of endogenous bone defect regeneration in large animal models verified that lower
scaffold stiffness induced higher maximum principal strains and enhanced bone
repair [144]. Similarly, Reznikov et al. reported higher bone ingrowth for scaffolds
with a lower apparent modulus, although the authors identified two different groups
within animals tested. One group, made of 7 animals out of 12, showed mechano-
sensation capacity and higher regenerative potential, while animals of the other
group did not have any mechano-sensation capacity and showed lower regenerative
outcomes [89]. The results of chapter 3 demonstrated the importance of modeling
both the mechano-sensation capacity and the local bone mechanical environment
for patient-specific and location-specific predictions of bone ingrowth (Figure 5.2).
Although mechanics cannot be the only regulator of the bone regeneration process,
the mechano-driven model presented can evaluate the regenerative potential of
porous bone scaffolds based on two individual parameters. Therefore, such model
can guide the design of a bone scaffold that meets the mechanical and biological
requirements of the specific patient.

The heterogeneous response reported by Reznikov et al. [89] showed the central
role of host variability in the scaffold-guided bone regeneration, corroborating the
clinical observation that patient variability might have a greater impact on the
regenerative outcome than the scaffold itself [260]. Although there is a clear need
to model patient regenerative variability, in vitro bone models have traditionally
preferred osteoblastic cell lines to primary human osteoblasts because of their almost
unlimited availability, their ease of maintenance and their phenotype stability [262].
McGarrigle et al. used a pre-osteoblastic mouse cell line (MC3T3-E1) to prove
the regulation of the 3D environment, namely ECM stiffness and cell density, on
osteoblast differentiation into osteocytes [214]. However, bone tissue models made
by cell lines do not represent the biological variability associated to donor-related
factors, which is essential in the context of personalized medicine. Although different
organ-on-chips used primary human cells to recapitulate patient-specific clinical
outcomes [105, 108, 263], no approach combined primary human bone cells from
single donors and organ-on-chip technology. The experimental study from chapter 4
revealed that a bone-on-chip system made of primary human osteoblasts embedded
in a 3D fibrous collagen matrix recapitulate osteoblast maturation towards osteocytes
(Figure 5.2). While osteogenic differentiation were observed for both batches of
osteoblasts tested, the magnitudes of the ALP measurements differed for the two
donors used. Although a 3D microengineered system of osteoblasts embedded in a
collagen gel is an extreme simplification of the structural and cellular complexity of
the bone tissue, this study demonstrated for the first time that the bone-on-chip
technology models the variability of the osteoblast phenotype and can investigate
the osteogenic activity of patient-specific bone cells.
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5.4 Recommendations for future work

The research carried out in this thesis provided a novel experimental approach
to investigate the bone regeneration process guided by patient-specific scaffolds,
made up of both in silico and in vitro modeling systems. The development of each
system presented as well as their final integration can get closer to a personalized
evaluation of the regenerative performance associated to 3D printed bone scaffolds,
as discussed in the present section.

5.4.1 Scaffold mechanobiological optimization for case-specific
applications

Scaffold design evaluation for optimal primary and secondary stability

The mechano-driven model of bone regeneration described in chapter 3 could
brings a new tool to optimize the design of orthopedic implants for a better
osteointegration in patient-specific applications. As the 3D printed porous surface
of regenerative implants enhances the biological engraft, future studies should
evaluate the regenerative performance of complex 3D printed implants design for
clinically relevant cases. However, it is important to mention that the transition
from granulation or woven tissue to bone formation might not happen if fibrotic
scar-like tissue is formed. In fact, the computational analysis of chapter 3 assumed
that micromotion at the bone-scaffold interface was negligible due to the press-fit
insertion of the scaffold into the bone. The absence of micromotions is an ideal
condition for the scaffold osteointegration and primary stability, while the presence
of micromotions favors interfacial fibrous tissue formation [203, 264]. In a clinical
scenario, orthopedic implants require immediate (i.e. primary) stability using screws,
followed by a long-term (i.e. secondary) stability given by the bone growth into the
porous surface [265]. Future studies should combine the bone regeneration model
with a state-of-art screw fixation model [266] to evaluate both the parimary and
secondary stability of orthopedic implants. Different screw configurations drastically
alter the initial implant stability affecting bone ingrowth [267, 268]. Therefore, a
combined model of bone regeneration and screw fixation would reduce micromotion
in the short-term while maximizing bone ingrowth in the long-term.

Identify patients where scaffold degradation or stiffness gradients are
beneficial

In search of maximizing bone regeneration, both the mechanical [99, 259, 269] and
the degradation [270, 271, 272] behavior of 3D printed scaffolds have been widely
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investigated. From a mechanical perspective, it is clear that softer scaffolds enhance
bone regeneration until they withstand both mechanical and fixation failures [144].
For this reason, novel meta-biomaterials were recently proposed to minimize the risk
of mechanical and interface failure of bone scaffolds, since they present structural
properties that are not found in naturally occurring biomaterials [273, 274]. From
a degradation perspective, additively manufactured biodegradable metals, such as
magnesium alloys [275], and calcium phosphates [276], as well as their combination
[277], have been developed as suitable bone substitutes for load bearing applications.
The degradation dynamics depend on the scaffold topology [278], thus the design
of degradable scaffolds would benefit from computational predictive tools of their
degradative state in physiological environments [146].

Incorporating material degradation in the bone regeneration model described in
chapter 3, together with simulating unprecedented scaffold micro-architectures,
would guide the design of degradable scaffolds and meta-biomaterials. However,
degradable and mechanobiologically-optimized scaffolds are not expected to improve
bone regeneration in all patients [89]. Therefore, future studies should use the
patient-specific computational model presented in chapter 3 to identify which
patients would benefit from degradable scaffolds or complex microscale structures
while the primary stability of the bone substitute is preserved.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION - Scaffold mechanobiological
optimization for case-specific applications
Bone regeneration predictions for 3D printed orthopedic scaffolds requires the
combination of bone regeneration with screw fixation models to guarantee
the initial stability of the implant while maximizing its osteointegration in
the long term. Given that dramatic influence of individual characteristics on
the scaffold regenerative response, patient-specific computational models of
bone regeneration should identify which patients benefit from degradable or
mechanobiologically-optimized scaffolds.

5.4.2 Individual mechano-sensitivity in bone-on-chips

Interindividual variability is a critical challenge for TE therapies, and organ-on-
chips offer innovative systems to predict variability in patient-specific response to
a designed microenvironment [91, 105]. The bone-on-chip system described in
chapter 4 can compare the osteogenic activity of bone cells from different patients
that are laden in a collagen hydrogel. Thus, future studies might determine how
bone-related disorders alter the osteogenic activity, or the regenerative capacity,
of primary human bone cells with controlled experimentation in patient-specific
bone-on-chips.
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Hydrogels play an important role in engineering BOCs to mimic the specific
characteristics of the microenvironment under investigation. Collagen-based
hydrogels are the most common choice in BOCs as this protein is the principal
components of the mineralized bone matrix and the marrow matrix. Bone
marrow niches are commonoly assocaited to lower collagen concentrations,
thus lower hydrogel mehcanical properties [108, 122, 120], while an osteogenic
microenvironment corresponded to higher collagen concentrations or incorporating
hydroxyapatite [118, 129]. Besides collagen, fibrin hydrogels can model the early
stage extracellular environment of bone diseases such as fracture healing [279] or
cancer tumor-fibrin matrix [280]. Conversely, synthetic hydrogels offer wider control
over the structural, chemical and mechanical properties. For example, thermo-
responsive hydrogels could exponentially increase their stiffness after gelation, being
an ideal model to investigate the cortical matrix or the pathological environment
related to osteopetrosis.

Tuning, as well as monitoring, hydrogel structural properties over time can be used
to model both physiological and pathological processes of the bone tissue. For
example, the bone remodelling process has direct effects on matrix architecture
and BOCs provide an unprecedented system where osteoblasts, osteoclasts and
osteocytes can be simultaneously culture in a 3D environment while monitoring
the bone formation/resorption balance. As for pathological mechanisms, a precise
control of the hydrogel architecture could replicate trabecula thickness of single
individuals, which is considered a risk factor for postmenopausal bone loss [281].
Thus, BOCs could define patient-specific matrices and predict the outcome of
osteoporosis based on the initial trabecula thickness. It is then clear that BOCs can
help predicting the outcome of treatments by designing different bone characteristics
with specific hydrogel composition.

In addition, the organ-on-chip technology relies on the use of microfluidic systems
to apply various mechanical stimuli on cells. Human tissues are characterized by
different mechanotransduction signals, thus organ-on-chips offer alternative solutions
to apply multiple stimuli, such as shear and interstitial flow, cyclic stretching,
stiffness gradient or geometric confinement [282]. As for the bone tissue, osteocyte
regulatory role of both bone formation and resorption processes is directly related
to fluid shear stress in the lacunocanalicular network. It is know that extracellular
proteins, such as glycocalyx, bind cell receptors, such as integrins, and activate
mechanotransduction pathways by stretching the cell membrane [51]. Therefore,
BOC platforms could investigate the osteocyte mechanotransduction with a direct
control on the 3D matrix where cells are embedded and the interstitial fluid flow
that replicates the in vivo mechanical signal.

Not only does a bone-on-chip personalize device for precision medicine, but it
also provides mechanotransduction signals. Therefore, bone-on-chips are the ideal
candidates to predict the individual mechano-sensitivity introduced in the patient-
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specific model of bone regeneration in chapter 3. By associating the bone cell
mechano-sensation in microfluidic devices to circulating levels of specific markers,
such as estrogen [199] or genetic differences between individual humans [198],
future studies might predict the individual mechano-sensitivity for bone regeneration
in in vitro microenvironments reproducing pathological conditions. However, the
bone regeneration potential cannot be just reduced to variations in the osteogenic
activity of osteoblast/osteocytes embedded in a 3D matrix. In order to build
relevant models of bone regeneration, further research is needed to recapitulate the
structural complexity of the bone tissue, as well as its interaction with any other
tissue affecting the regeneration process [104].

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION - Individual mechano-sensitivity
in bone-on-chips
The organ-on-chip technology predicts the variability between individuals
associated to specific biological processes. From a mechanobiological
perspective, bone-on-chips can evaluate the mechano-sensitivity of patient-
specific bone cells by applying interstitial fluid flow. In order to build
relevant models of bone regeneration, hydrogel-based bone-on-chips need
to recapitulate the structural complexity of the bone tissue.

5.5 Conclusion

The convergence of personalized and regenerative medicine helps the translation of
tissue engineering products to the clinics by reducing the variability of the final clinical
outcome. Although it is a fascinating strategy, a patient-specific approach requires
a thorough understanding of all sources of variability, from product manufacturing
to patient response, before learning how to mitigate those effects. This thesis
has presented the experimental research performed throughout the course of the
author’s PhD studies to investigate the bone regeneration process associated to
patient-specific 3D printed scaffolds. The experimental research relied on the use
of multiple modeling systems to understand the effects of both the scaffold and the
patient on bone regeneration.

A computational method of mechano-driven bone regeneration was applied to
simulate the mineralization process within the pores of 3D printed bone scaffolds
based on the mechanical interaction between the scaffold and the host environment,
described by subject and location-specific parameters. Besides predicting variations
in the bone ingrowth distribution when a cell-free titanium scaffold is inserted closer
to the tibial diaphysis, the model proposed that the limited bone ingrowth in the
scaffold core, observed both in vivo and in silico, was associated to low mechanical
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stimulation. By modeling the mechano-sensation capacity of both the individual
and the local bone tissue, such computational model can guide the design of bone
scaffolds that meet patient-specific requirements.

To understand the intrinsic variability of the patient response, a bone-on-chip system
was developed to culture primary human osteoblasts and assess their osteogenic
activity. The differentiation process towards osteocytes was recreated in a 3D
collagen hydrogel where cells, during 21 days, underwent the characteristic changes
protrusion length, cellular morphology, proliferation, alkaline phosphatase and
protein secretion. As already observed in traditional culture systems, increasing the
cell seeding density favored osteoblast differentiation into osteocytes but osteoblasts
isolated form different donors showed differences in the alkaline phosphatase activity.
The limited volumes of culture of such micro-engineered device facilitates modeling
patient-specific variations in the osteoblast phenotype.

The results from this thesis provide a novel perspective to evaluate the performance
of a tissue engineering product, where advanced in vitro and in silico techniques,
combined with in vivo data, evaluate distinctive aspects of the bone regeneration
process for patient-specific applications. A computational approach predicted, for the
first time, differences in bone regeneration for different scaffold implantation sites and
individual mechano-sensitivity. The bone-on-chip technology was used to evaluate
the osteogenic activity of human osteoblasts from single donors, showing that their
differentiation into osteocytes depends on the initial seeding density. The synergy of
the modeling techniques developed in this thesis define an innovative approach to
maximize the scaffold osteointegration based on the mechanosensation of patient-
specific bone cells and the local mechanical environment. Future personalized tissue
engineering strategies could rely on the integration of those models to ultimately
mitigate variability in the bone regeneration process guided by a patient-specific
scaffold.

5.6 Conclusiones

La convergencia de la medicina personalizada y la regenerativa aporta terapias
específicas para el paciente que pueden ayudar a trasladar los productos de ingeniería
de tejidos a las clínicas al reducir la variabilidad del resultado clínico final. Aunque
es una estrategia fascinante, un enfoque específico para el paciente requiere una
comprensión profunda de todas las fuentes de variabilidad, desde la fabricación del
producto hasta la respuesta del paciente, antes de aprender a mitigar esos efectos.
Esta tesis ha presentado la investigación experimental realizada a lo largo de los
estudios de doctorado del autor para investigar el proceso de regeneración ósea
asociado a los andamios impresos en 3D específicos del paciente. La investigación
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experimental se basó en el uso de múltiples sistemas de modelado para comprender
los efectos tanto del andamio como del paciente sobre la regeneración ósea.

Se aplicó un método computacional de regeneración ósea impulsada por un
mecanismo para simular el proceso de mineralización dentro de los poros de los
andamios óseos impresos en 3D en función de la interacción mecánica entre el
andamio y el entorno del anfitrión, descrito por parámetros específicos del sujeto y
la ubicación. Además de predecir variaciones en la distribución del crecimiento óseo
cuando se inserta un andamio de titanio libre de células más cerca de la diáfisis
tibial, el modelo propuso que el crecimiento óseo limitado en el núcleo del andamio
se observó tanto en in vivo como en in silico, se asoció a una baja estimulación
mecánica. Al modelar la capacidad de sensación mecánica tanto del individuo
como del tejido óseo local, dicho modelo computacional puede guiar el diseño de
andamios óseos que cumplan con los requisitos específicos del paciente.

Para comprender la variabilidad intrínseca de la respuesta del paciente, se desarrolló
un sistema de hueso en chip para cultivar osteoblastos humanos primarios y evaluar
su actividad osteogénica. El proceso de diferenciación hacia los osteocitos se recreó
en un hidrogel de colágeno 3D donde las células, durante 21 días, experimentaron los
cambios característicos de longitud de protrusión, morfología celular, proliferación,
fosfatasa alcalina y secreción de proteínas. Como ya se ha observado en los sistemas
de cultivo tradicionales, el aumento de la densidad de siembra celular favoreció
la diferenciación de osteoblastos en osteocitos, pero los osteoblastos aislados de
diferentes donantes mostraron diferencias en la actividad de la fosfatasa alcalina.
Los volúmenes limitados de cultivo de tal dispositivo de microingeniería facilitan el
modelado de variaciones específicas del paciente en el fenotipo de osteoblastos.

Los resultados de esta tesis proporcionan una perspectiva novedosa para evaluar el
rendimiento de un producto de ingeniería de tejidos, donde las técnicas avanzadas
de in vitro y in silico, combinadas con datos de in vivo, evalúan aspectos distintivos
de el proceso de regeneración ósea para aplicaciones específicas de pacientes. Un
enfoque computacional predijo, por primera vez, diferencias en la regeneración
ósea para diferentes sitios de implantación de andamios y mecano-sensibilidad
individual. La tecnología de hueso en chip se utilizó para evaluar la actividad
osteogénica de los osteoblastos humanos de donantes únicos, lo que demuestra que
su diferenciación en osteocitos depende de la densidad de siembra inicial. La sinergia
de las técnicas de modelado desarrolladas en esta tesis define un enfoque innovador
para maximizar la osteointegración del andamio basado en la mecanosensación de
las células óseas específicas del paciente y el entorno mecánico local. Las futuras
estrategias personalizadas de ingeniería de tejidos podrían depender de la integración
de esos modelos para mitigar en última instancia la variabilidad en el proceso de
regeneración ósea guiado por un andamio específico del paciente.





Appendix A

Mathematical formulation of
mechano-driven bone
regeneration

In this model, it is simulated a simultaneous process of cell invasion and bone
formation regulated by the mechanical stimulus [134]. Cell invasion is treated as a
diffusion process, according to Fick’s law

∂c

∂t
= D · ∂

2c

∂x2 (A.1)

where t and x represent time and space, respectively. Cell concentration in the
scaffold pores c is normalized to the maximum cell concentration, which is assumed
to be in the surrounding bone tissue [141]. D is the diffusion constant, with no
distinction between the single contributions of migrating cells and other cell types.

The role of mechanics on bone regulation is based on the effective tissue microstrain
ε̄, calculated from the strain energy density W and the Young’s modulus E [163]

ε̄ =
√

2 · W
E

· 106 (A.2)

The daily strain history depends on the strain levels and the load cases, which
defines the daily strain stimulus for bone formation Ψ
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Ψ =
N∑

i=1
(ni · ε̄m)1/m (A.3)

where N is the number of different daily load cases, ni is the average number of
daily cycles and m is a model parameter [164].

Mechanical stimulus regulates bone deposition by the remodeling error, which is the
difference between the mechanical stimulus and a reference value [63]. In this model,
the local daily strain stimulus Ψ∗

local in the peri-implant region is the reference value
above which bone formation occurs [165]. The mathematical formulation of the
bone volume deposition rate inside the pores of a bone scaffold

V̇ =


0 , if Ψ ≤ α · Ψ∗

local
k · (Ψ − α · Ψ∗

local) , if Ψ > α · Ψ∗
local

V̇max, if k · (Ψ − α · Ψ∗
local) ≥ V̇max

(A.4)

assumes that:

• no bone resorption takes place for low mechanical stimuli [134]

• the daily strain stimulus initiating bone formation is reduced by a factor α
(experimentally observed in the peri-implant region [64])

• bone formation is proportional to mechanical stimulus up to a maximum bone
deposition rate V̇max [166].

Bone formation is intrinsically related to the increase of apparent mineral density
and matrix mechanical properties. The apparent density rate ρ̇ is the product of
the cell concentration, the bone volume deposition rate and the maximum bone
mineral density ρmax [134]

ρ̇ = c̄ · V̇ · ρmax (A.5)

Table A.1 lists all symbols used in this mathematical formulation as well as their
physical meaning and their units.
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Symbol Meaning Unit

c Normalized cell concentration adimensional

D Diffusion constant cm2

s

W Strain energy density Pa

E Young’s modulus Pa

ε̄ Effective tissue microstrain µstrains

Ψ Daily strain stimulus for bone formation µstrains

N Number of different daily load cases adimensional

ni Average daily cycles adimensional

m Daily strain history parameter adimensional

Ψ∗
local Local daily strain stimulus in the peri-

implant region
µstrains

V̇ Bone volume deposition rate inside the
pores of a bone scaffold

%
[

mm3
bone

mm3
tissue

]
day

k Constant of bone volume deposition rate
%

[
mm3

bone

mm3
tissue

]
µstrains · day

α Fraction of reference daily stimulus %

V̇max Maximum bone deposition rate
%

[
mm3

bone

mm3
tissue

]
day

ρ̇ Bone mineral density rate g

cm3 · day

ρmax Maximum bone mineral density g

cm3

Table A.1: List of symbols used in the mechano-driven model of bone
regeneration. Symbols are listed in their order of usage in the text.
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